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Nader urges CiVic awareness 
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU idea of a "communal ethic" - an 
Campus News.Editor · idea that binds people together 
On Sunday night, political ac- and allows.them to work for a· . 
tivist and former presidential can- common good, He. believes 
didate Ralph· Nader urgecl a cap- people care so little about the en-
tive Cintas Center -audience to vironment because they are not · 
take up civic responsibility to concerned about public property 
enforce global .change. · . · · --'- only their private interests. 
· The respect Nader commands ''Any attempt to understand 
for his years of hard work. was the environment-must first tinder-
evident as the entire crowd rose .. stand what we h9ld in common -
to greet him with a sta11ding ova-' the land,ttie·afr; the:water,''Nader: 
ti on. ' ' said'.: : -<- "~-· .. - ' - . 
Speaking tor nearlftwo hol1'ts, . ·.:,;-~We rteed:fo oevelOp the sense:<· 
Nader delivered a ''State of the that we o~ri it in. order to pr~serve. '. 
World'.' address, discussing. ev- it Therejs no third world c'oun- •··. 
erything from environmental is- .fry thaf gives away its .natural re-. 
sues to the frontier of genetic en- . sources at a cheaper level than .. 
gineering. Above all els.e, he · the United States," he said, 
stressed the need for self~educ11~· Nader views environtne'ntal 
ti on and motivation to right the d~vastatidn as ~form ·~f- \lfolence, 
wrongs that have bee:n' done ··but note~ th,at :Americans are·:·. 
around ·the world. : quick to. band together in .the face . ·· 
Dr. fames Buchanan, eridowed of overt military violence or acts'-
chair of the Ethics/Religion and of terrorism.:· . . . 
. , . .. .·. · . . .. . . NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY.DEVIN MATHIS 
Former US. Presidential Can~idate Ralph Nader speaks-to 
members of the Xavier community about enviromental' and · 
politial awareness in the Cintas Center Sunday as·part of the 
Ethics/Religion and Society program. · 
Society program which brought , ··. · "Environmental devastation is 
Nader to campus, introduced a form of violence - not only to 
Nader as "a paradigm for us all Janel, air.and water, but to all spe-
for what it means to be a citizen,'.'. cies, If we look at it as a form of 
and Nader himself urged the au- violence, we might become more 
dience to follow his· lead. . interested in it." 
· Nader opened by praising the "The media glorifies homi- . 
. cides and military violence, but 
.doesn't pay. any. attention to the 
silent, everyday killers. People 
are much more.afraid of a few oc-
casional muggers than 24~hour 
per day smog," Nader said. · 
Nader addressed the concerns 
of industrial· pollution, pesticides, 
occupational hazards, infectious 
diseases, the tobacco and auto-
mo}ile industries, food shortages 
and ·genetic engineering. 
He· stressed. the importance of 
education to improve the condi-
tion of the world. Nader believes 
a liberal arts education, in con-
junction with a sense of Civic-
mindedness, can provide the only 
lasting impetus to bring about 
global change~ 
"Apart from parenting, the 
i:nost 1illporfant 'skill'anyone can 
learn· is. citizenship .. Universities 
need to produce citizens who 
don't go through life on their 
knees," Nader said. 
To back up his words, Nader 
left educational materials in 
McDonald Library, and urged the 
audience. to inform themselves 
online about these and other glo-
bal issues atwww.citizen.org and 
www.essen ti al. org .. 
"We grow up corporate when 
we never get around. to consider-
ing what we own together. When 
we grow up civic, we think for 
ourselves, and when we think for 
ourselves, we save a great deal of 
Jives," Nader said. 
Fortin appointed to vice president 
BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTT 
Contributiizg Writer 
Xavier President Father Gra-
ham, S.J., has announced the of-
ficial appointment of Dr. Roger 
Fortin as XU's new vice president 
of academic· affairs. 
Fortin, who has served as in-
. terim vice president since May 
2001, is familiar with what h.is 
responsibilities. are. 
"The vice president for aca-
demic affairs is the chief officer 
· for the university, and. his primary 
responsibility is to make sure the· 
university provides the right at-
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. mosphere with education and 
moral rigor, to oversee the entire 
educational experience. We try to 
provide our students with the best 
education possible," .Fortin ex-
plained. 
There was a need for a new 
vice president and. a search com_. 
mittee. was formed to locate the 
best candidate for the job. The 
search committee. was headed by 
Dr. Cindy Crown of the psychol-
ogy department: 
The search committee adver-
tised a position nationally; there 
were applicants from all over. 
NEWS: 
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They checked resumes, made 
phone calls and invited five· mem-
bers to come on campus," Fortin 
said. · · · 
"Fr. Graham received recom-
. mendations · and comments from 
the academic search committee 
and from small groups of indi-
viduals. He spent time reflecting 
and praying over this. So he, be-
ing the reflective person that he 
is, made the decision - and I'm 
glad he made the right decision," 
Fortin said, laughing. 
Fortin served as chair of the 
history department through May 
OP~Eo:; 
Nader.makes 
call· to students 
.·.PAGE.a .. 
2001, when he was named acting 
vice president of academic ·af-
fairs in June to fill the then im-
mediate need for one. The history 
department is in the process to 
find a replacement· for Fortin. 
"While serving as acting vice 
president, I applied for the posi-
tion. What made me decide? Be-
coming more aware . of Fr. 
Graham's passion for the llniver-
sity, seeing his leadership quali-
ties. Working with him made me 
want to be associated with his vi-
sion for the future of Xavier. I re-
alized I would be joining a heck 
SPORTS:· 
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of a good team," he said. 
Fortin is confident in his abili-
ties as vice president of academic 
affairs because of the. outstand-
ing people who work with him. 
· "There are three colleges, and 
within each college there are de-
partments. So let's say there is 
discussion within a department 
and, over time, if it requires at-
tention, it comes to our attention. 
We're trying to be as collabora-
tive as possible. Usually after this 
dialogue and examination of evi-
dence, the right decision has been 
made," Fortin said. 
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RSA.input 
RSA is looking for sugges~ 
tions about the addition of a 
new television channel to the .·· 
residence halls:· As reported iri · 
EBEN mcg:rzi:e,CNN /Sports . 
Illustrated is going off the air, 
leaving a vacancy in the resi-
dence hall television lineup. 
Residents are encouraged to e-
mail their suggestions about 
new programming to· 
rsa@xu.edu. 
· . Mentors wanted 
Interlink, a peer mentoring 
~program of American and In-
, ternational students, needs 
'mentors for 2002-03. Applica-
. tions are available at the 
Romero International Center 
and in the modern languages· 
department. For more informa-
tion, contact the Romero In-
ternational Center at 745-2864 
or on line· at www.xu.edu/: 
in tern ati on al students/ 
interlink.html. 




. Asst. Campus News Editor 
Student Government Associa-
tion madethe voice of the student 
body heard as they. addressed is-
.· sues of co!}cern to Dr'. Ron Slepitza, 
'\1iCe president for Sfodei:n Oevei::. 
opment, at the senate meeting on 
·.Monday. 
During the meeting, senators re- · 
quested suggestions and solutions 
to the issues plaguing the univer-
sity, such as the need for increased 
communication between students 
and the administration, ticket dis~ . 
tribution and the· housing. process 
for honors students. 
Sophmore senator Natasha · 
Hamilton stressed the need .for 
clearer dialogue between .the stu-
dents and the administration; The · 
process by which Xavier distrib-
utes tickets was discussed at length. 
"I do not think a lottery is a nec-
essary· option," said Slepitza. He 
stressed there are ways other than 
. a lottery to implement a fair and 
considerate system that would not. 
include students:waiting.outside 
and 11).issing. classes in order to ob-
tain tickets. 
Slepitza said that the adminis-
tration has . been in contact with 
other schools who are knowledge.: 
able on ticket distributio~ for 
high- profile games and their sug-
St. Patrick's Day 
party on the X 
On Saturday, March 16, · gestions are being considered. 
SAC is putting on a free St. However, the administration's 
Patrick's Day party on the x. main goal is to determine what. 
The event is from 6p.m.-9 p.m. · the appropriate solution would be 
on the academic mall. There for Xavier. 
will be a cash beer garden· and Slepitza's · opeit and informa- · 
an Irish band. For more infor- tive answers to SGA's questions 
mation, contact $AC at 745- provided insight on the issues at 
3534~ The e'vent is C()-~pqn- hand, whileileaving unanswered 
sored by Senior. B.oard and. question~ open to discussion and 
SAC. · · -. debate between the students and · 
... ·, .. ··the administration. 
' .. ·. 
·Att~rition.Xavier 
diners 
Because of. spring break and 
the upcoming relocation into 
the Gallagher Student Center, 
there will be no dining services 
available from Saturday, March 
23 through Monday, April 1. 
This includes the Cafe, Skyline 
and Schott dining facilities. 
Guest speake:r 
Maria-Carmen Flores-Mills, 
assistant dean of undergradu-
ate students at Princeton Uni-
versity, will be participating in 
the Greater Cincinnati Latino 
Issues Dialogue. The dialogue 
is Monday, March 18 at 7:30 
p.m.- 9:30 p.m. in Cintas Cen-
ter Banquet Room. 1. 
MLB catcher to 
lecture 
Dave Pallone, author, activ-
ist and former MLB profes-
sional catcher, will lecture 
Thursday, March 14, in. the 
Conaton Board room located 
in Schmidt Hall at 8 p.m. It is 
sponsored by the Xavier Alli-
ance. 
Police Notes 
March 6, 11:20 a.m. -
Campus Police received a report 
of a suspicious person possibly 
breaking into a car in the Armory 
parking. lot . !h~ susp~ct w.as .. 
detained and later arrested on a · 
domestic violence warrant. 
March 7, 3:57 p.m. ~ 
Campus Police and the Cincin~ 
nati Fire Department responded 
to a fire alarm on the first floor 
of Kuhlman Hall. A piece of pa-
per had been set on fire. Investi-
gation is pending. · 
·CA:MPUS'N:EWS; THE: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
·Health ethics Scll.Obtrt~ speflk ·· 
JENNIFER ~UTNAM. 
Asst. Campus News Editor 
The leading expert in health 
care ethics, · Dr. Edmund 
Pellegrino, will lecture as part 
of an all-day· program spon-
. sored by ·the Xavier-
TriHealth ·Collaborative· on'. 
Tuesday, April 23. 
Th_e ·day of programs will 
begin at 8 a.m. at Good Sa-
maritan Hospital. The after-
noon programs will take 
place ori Xavier's campus in 
the Schiff Family Conference 
Center Banquet Room 2, 
from 2 p.m. to 3:30p.m. 
Pellegrino will lect~re an 
open meeting on the impor-
tance and value oneachirig . 
ethics at a university. from4 
. p.nt. to 5 :30 p.m., he will lec-
ture on :ethical ·issues facing · 
health care delivery\f>, • ; 
Multiple projects are be-
ing planned in_ conjunction 
with Xavier's Graduate Pro-
Pellegrino. is the professor , philqsophy and scientific te~earch. 
emeritus of Medicine and Medi- · · ··. · Prior to teaching at Georgetown; he 
cal Ethics ·at Georgetown Uni~·· was president and professor ofphiloso-
versity and a fellow; .or mem- · phy and biology at the Catholic Uni-
versity of America from 1978 to 1982. 
' The prognims' .sponsor, _the 
Xavier-TriHealth Collaborative, . 
• • was ·establisb~d·by f()rmer Presi•· 
dent Rev. James Hoff, S.J.; and 
President Rev. Michael Graham, 
S.J.~ along with TriHeaJth Presi.: . 
'denfJohn>Prout..· 
·The objective is to "p~ovide a 
forum where the_ various re-
sources and departments of the 
respective organizations can 
·work together on mutually ben-
eficial programs," said Graham. 
·. The aftern()on programs are 
free; however, seating estimates 
are desired. To.reserve a seat, call 
745-3187 and indicate the ses-
sion you will attend, the number 
of people planning to attend; and 
the institutiOn represented along • 
with the name and phone num-
ber of someone who can be con~ 
gram•in Health Services Admin- ber; of 20, scientific, honorary" 
istration (GPHSA), directed by . and professional societies and. 
Dr, lda .... Cr.it!'lHCS«!l.ic.~. ~m<:I.. ,is. also. author or.editor ... of 24. 
tacted in case of a change in the 
program.· 
. For more information on the pro-
. grams at Xavier, contact Schick at 7 45-TriHealth's Office of Mission In" books. His contributions also 
tegration, directed by Sr. Agnes include over 500 reviews and 37i6. . 
Coveney,O.S.U., PhD. articles on medical education, 
SPEAKERTA.LKS PEA.CE 
. . . . .. . . . ·.·· . . .·.. . .. · .• NEWsWlRE PHOTO BY JILL GREEN 
Joshua ·Ruebner, a representative from Jews for' Peace in Palestine 
an~ Israel, spoke lastWednesday in Kelley Auditorium as part of · 
Amnesty- lnternational's Human. Rights.Week. Ruebner identifies · 
himself as a pro-justice Jew who is working toward bringing a just 
peace to the Holy Land. He encouraged the audience to call their 
representatives in Congress and to entreatthem to stop supporting 
ciggression from both Palestine. and Israel to promote peace. 
March 7, 9:11. a.m. -
Campus Police received a report 
of a subject urinating from a bal-
cony in the 3900 block of Re-
gent Avenue .. Norwood Police 
are inve.stigating ... 
March 7, 9:42 p.m.::--,: An.: 
employee reported the theft ~f. 
$72 froµi a ticket box in the Ar-
mory. 
March 8, 12:01 a.m. -A 
student was cited for underage 
consumption of alcohol when 
he was observed running 
around the Gallagher Student 
Center construction zone. 
.. March 8, 9:45 p.m. __:An 
employee observed threejuve-
niles enter a parked van in the 
Brockman lot. The three juve-
niles were located near the resi- · 
dential mall and charged with 
criminal trespassing. 
.. March.9, .5:45.~:m._.,,.:...,.Resi­
dence Life reported.that some-
o~e caused damage by writing 
grafitti in green marker on the 
first floor of Kuhlman lfall. _, · 
March 9, 10 p.~. -A stu~ 
dent reported that someone 
keyed her car and tampered with 
her gas cap while it was parked 
in the Commons lOt 
March 10,. 12:45 a.m. -
Campus Police assisted Resi-
dence Life with a re'port of a 
strong smell of marijuana on the 
first floor of Kuhlman Hall. A stu-
dent and his brother were cited 
for posses~ion of marijuana. 
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TbeQlogydepartment prepares programs 
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU 
Campus News Editor 
Along with Rodriguez, Arch- first-come, first-served basis. 
bishop Daniel E. Pilarczyck and To reserve a, student seat, con-
Bishop. Carl K. Moeddel, both . of tact Mary Walrath in the Academic 
The theology department, •in the Archdiocese of qncinnati, will Affairs office at 745~3838 by March 
conjunction· with the speak at the dinner. 15. 
Bruggemann Center for Interreli- Rodriguez served as president Those who are unable to attend 
gious Dialogue, is planning two of the Salesian Philosophical Insti- the dinner can hear Rodriguez 
events which will offer the Xavier tute in Guatemala and founded the speak in the Conaton Board Room 
community a chance for religious Catholic ·University of Honduras on the second floor of Schmidt Hall 
education and reflection: . ·before becoming abis~op in 1978 .. about the challenges facing the 
The. first event, a dinner ·on · Within the Roman Curia, he is a · church in the ne'W millennium. The 
. Thursday, fi.pr,il 4, \Vi.H feat~.r~ .. :-:me!filJ.er <:>Uh~)'.apalC9~mi*lf! . ./' t~l~will~~~in.~~1.:~9P.:m:.()~~P~.1 ... 
Cardinal Oscar Rodriguez, pos- .on LatinAmerica,the Papal Justice 4, .and the dinner will begin at 6 
sible successor to Pope John Paul and Peace Council and the Papal p.m. . . ·. . 
II, as the keynote speaker.'The sec- . Corincil'for Social Communica- · The theology department is also 
ond-major activity in· the works tions. · ·. .. . . . · taking its events off campus. Next 
is a trip to the Centre for Dialogue Dinner is $50 per plate, and the · fall it will b_e sending a delegation 
and Prayerin Auschwitz, Pofand · money raised from the event wiO of six students and four faculty to 
next· fall .. The application· dead- . furiher. the· efforts. df the Su Casa the Centre for Dialogue and Prayer 
line isMar6h 22. · · . · · Hisp.anic Center. Stude~ts, how- in Auschwitz, Poland. 
Rodrig~ez will be speaking at· . ever, can attend the dinner for only ·:Student applications, essays and 
the Su Casa awards dinne.r at 6; $10. references are due by March 22 to 
p.m. in the Cintas Center. The Su The Offices of the President and Dr.: William Madges, chair of the · 
Casa Hispanic Center providesre~ the Office of Academic Vice Presi- thdology department. . 
ferrals, youth activities; educa- dent will be subsidizing a portion The Bruggemann Center for In-
tional programs, social and reli- of the students' dinner cost so more terreligious Diaiogue will be cov-
gious servl.ces and translation as- students will be able to attend. Only ering the .first $1,000 of each 
sistance to Hispanics in the 40 subsidized seats are available student's trip expenses, and stu-
Greater CinCinnati area. . and they are being assigned on a dents will be responsible for any 
PHOTO .COURTESY OF AUSCHWllZ CENTRE FOR OIALOGUE AND PRAYER 
The altar insidethe Auschwitz Centre Church. 
remaining costs. The trip will take egation for this trip. The invitation 
place from Sept. 29 to Oct. 4, and to participate in the Auschwitz pro-
students will be expected to share . · gram came from Rabbi Michael 
their experiences with the univer- Signer from the University of Notre 
sity. and· the Cincinnati commil- Dame through Groppe .. 
nity upon their return. "It· was a very powerful experi-
The Centre for Dialogue and ence in two ways. On the O!le hand, 
Prayer is a Catholic institution therewastheexperienceofthepower 
.... ,··;.·,, .. ... .. . " . . .., founded in 1992. lf aims to 'edi.1- . bf evil and norrof iit witnessing what 
· · ' . . · · . , ·. PHOTO COURTESV:OF AUSCHWITz ~ENTRE ~O.R plALOGUE. AND PRAYER 
. The church at the Aos.chwitz Centre in oswiecfm: · " · · 
cate Christian and Jewish students was done at those death camps. Yet, 
from Poland, Germany and the on the other hand, there was this 
United States about the history of wonderful coming together of Jews 
Auschwitz and to build strong re- and Christians, Poles and Germans. 
lationships between countries There was a real building of trust and 
and religions. friendship out of all of that horror," 
The center is within walking Groppe said. . 
distance from theAuschwitz con- Dr. Sarah Melcher and Madges of 
centration camp, and participants the theology.department will· be go-
will visit there, as well as take ing, as well as Rabbi Abie Inger, di-
part in daily dialogues between rector of the Hillel Jewish Student 
Christians and Jews from Poland, Center at UC. 
Germany and the United States.· For further information about ei-
Dr. Elizabeth;Groppe, a theol- ther event, contact Dr. Madges at 
ogy professor, attended the cen- · 745-3026. 
ter in the fall of 2000 as· a Notre 
Dame graduate student and will 
be accompanying the Xavier del- · 
Town Hall.Dleeting talks global issues 
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU 
Campus News Editor · 
A panel of five highly influen-
tial speakers brought their differ-
ent perspectives about globaliza-
tion and its ramifications to cam-
pus Monday night. 
Taking place on the six~month 
anniversary of the Sept. 11 tragedy, 
the issue of globalization held spe-
cial signifigance. . 
Xavier President Rev. Michael 
Graham, S.J., began the evening 
with a moment of quiet reflection 
that mourned the tragedy which had 
passed and acknowledged that fu-
ture tragedy could perhaps be 
avoided because of panels such· as 
the one assembled. 
"Tonight we are providing a 
thoroughfare.where ideas can cross 
each other,'' Graham said.· . 
"We are here in the spirit of dia-
logue, not to celebrate the conflict 
of ideas, but to .bring informed 
ideas about issues in order to 
achieve a resolution," he said. 
Present as the featured speakers 
were Ralph Nader, former U.S. presi-
dential candidate; Lawrence E. 
Sullivan, director of the Center for 
the Study of Wc:irld Religions at 
Harvard; John E. Pepper, chairman . 
ofthe Board of Directors at Procter 
and Gamble; John W. Wilhelm, 
president of the Hotel Employees 
and Restaurant Employees Intl. 
Union; and Marjorie E. Searing, se-
nior vice president of the Civic Ser-
vices, Inc. 
Each panelist was allowed a six-
minute opening remark. The audi-
ence was asked to write questions 
on index cards and those high fre-
quency questions were then asked 
by the moderators or an audience . 
representative. 
Pepper and Wilhelm offered the 
big business perspective on the is-
sue, Nader headed up the environ-
mental front;· Sullivan offered the 
· religious perspective and Searing 
spoke ()it behalf of the government. 
There were no outright displays 
of animosity, although many takes 
ori the subject of globalization were 
in opposition to one another. 
Pepper, with 38 years at Proc-
. tor and Gamble, seemed to act as 
the mooiator between corporate and 
civic interests. 
"Businesses like Proctor and 
Gamble must grow, but we must do 
it iri a way that preserves our world. 
We believe we have a responsibil-
ity to society as well as to the com-
pany," Pepper said. 
Wilhelm addressed the issue of 
globalization as it pertained to col-
lege campuses. Three global com-
panies now control the entire text-
book and food service industry, 
making it extremely difficult to 
regulate them and their prices. The 
price of textbooks alone has in-
creased 65 percent in the last five 
years as a direct result. 
"Factually, the world is the same 
as it was on Sept. 10, but we per-
ceive the·world differently now. 
The tragedy of Sept. 11 has brought 
to light the· possibilities and the 
dangers of globalization," said 
. Wilhelm, speaking about .the way 
· tragedy has brought globalization 
issues, such as thetextbook indus-
try, to the forefront. ., 
Religion is yet another area af-
fected by globalization, as reli-
gions are now not confined to any 
particular region, but are becom-
ing universally widespread. 
"Unlike the past, today's global~ , 
ization of religfon follo.ws the a country that is not free. Organiza-
path of techn.ological transfers;...;__ tions have subordinated health and 
religion has become a showcase safety to trade,'' Nader said. 
for ambivalence and conflicts Nader commented that compan-
that fuel globalization," Sullivan ions don't do nearly as much good 
said. as harm in the third world countries, 
Yet, he acknowledged reli- citing the work of drug companies 
gions.tend.to focus mi their own specifically. 
private interests in resisting glo- Pepper countered with a business 
bal forces, but could pay a cul- mentality; yet acknowledged that a 
tural price for entering into a con- sense of ethics must be in place. 
versation about globalization. "Drug companies aren't monsters 
Shearing brought arguably the - they are merely businesses who 
most inflammatory opinion to the do have a conscience and are work-
panel. A former top government ing hard to makea difference, though 
aide, she discu~sed the road- it does take time,'' Pepper said. 
blocks governmeri.ts fac;e in at-
. tempts to improve the environ-
ment. 
"People would rather have 
dirty air than be unemployed," 
siiearing said, to the g~eat disap·-
proval of the crowd, citing the 
monetary reasQn why it is so dif-
ficult to begin environmental ini-
tiatives. 
Nader showed complete dis-
gust for global trade, because of 
what it is failing to do in third 
world countries. 
"We can't have free trade with 
4 week of MARCH 13, 2002 
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CROWD ., ' .·' 
_Xavier University Campus Profile · 
Making.•·contemplation a•·· way.•• of .. life. 
. ' ' . . ' ' . . . ' . 
: BY MELISSA. A.. MOSKO 
. . . rvews Features Editor 
"- · When moststudentfim Xavier's 
campus hear the word philosophy, 
they usually think of those dread-
ful nine hours "of credits required 
for graduation;. Granted, itmay not 
be the students; choice for ccire cur-
' riculumrequirement' but for some 
people, phBosophy is a passion 
and a way oflife. 
That is exactly what philosophy 
is for Dr. Felicia Kruse, associate 
. professor of phifosophy at.Xavier .. 
From Loras, Kiuse continued her 
study of philosophy at the Univer-
sity of Hamburg in Gem1any on a 
Fulbright Fellowship. Upon re-
turning to the United States, she 
found a home at Penri State Uni- · 
versity for graduate school, con-
' centrating on the history of philoso-
. phy.. ' 
Through her studies, Kruse fell 
. in love with the writings of Chari.es 
Pierce, John Dewey and William 
James, especially the theory ofin-
terdiscipliriary semiotics, .which is 
· · · · the philosophy of "Phi,loso-
phy draws out 
of people a de-
sire to under-
stand their 
role in the big 
picture of the 
universe," 
Kruse said. 
"We ask the 
------------ signification and 
scary ques-
tions people 




out of people a desire 
to understand their 
role in the big picture 
of th~ universe. ' 
we ask the scary 
questions people don't 




thing with the ca-
pacity. to signify, 
and as the phi-
. losophy of Pierce · 
believes, any-
thing can have , 
that capacity. 
What follows 
from.this philoso- · 
phy are. those 
broad, scary ques-
tions: What is the scary ques-
tions. that 
drive Kruse to 
learn about, 
understand 
· _ Dr. Felicia Kruse nature of the uni-
verse and the · 
associate professor of 
philosophy 
theory of knowl-
edge? , . . . NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT 
Dr. Felicia Kruse of Xaviers philosophy .department has made the study of philosophy 
her passion and life. She asks us the questions we are terrified of a'nswering. 
and teach phi-
losophy. . 
"[Philosophy] questions the 
most fundamental assumptions · 
which are uncomfortable to ask 
ourselves; mostcoinmonly, 'Is this 
real?' " she said. "Philosophy can 
be threatening to those assump-
tions." 
Kruse's road to Xavier began at 
Loras College in Dubuque, Iowa. 
Just like all Musketeers, Kruse 
was required to take core require-
ments in philosophy and theology. 
She wound up in a philosophy 
course about medieval and renais-
sance philosophy her first semes-
ter as an undergraduate. Her inter-
est in philosophy led to a major 
and a degree in the field. · 
,. . . . . . ,· . 
Kruse imparts 
her love of. phi-
losophy onto her students and asks 
them these very questions. welL After 13 ye~s .at-Xavier,: she.· · 'courses in• Theory .of Knowledg~; · When you· sign up for Classes in 
"The 'most exciting part of. has found herniche .. _ ... · • . . .A,merican PI:agmatism, Aesthetfos ·a few weeks, ym.i mightwant to re-
teaching is· seeing students engage . "From Loras being a verysfoall··· .. and evefy'oncein'awhile,.acourse ... ··.think proc;rastinatirig· with· those_ 
with philosophical thinking," she·. college, to the {Jniversity of Harn-: •.on for.ninist !fieory,'. · .: .. : phjlosophy credJts. ·· 
said. "They come out engaging .. burg; as' one· ·oftre Jargest- in'. th~:. · • · ' · . " ·';· .: : · · · · · · ·. . · 
with the ideas and thinking criti- . world, 'Xavier is-dght°in the . 
cally about philosophy." middle,',' she-~aid. "Xavier is acorn- · _.._.._ __________ ..... ___ ~-------
While teaching was lit first a big fortable s~otfor me." . 
adjustment for Kruse, she fincls it And as for those dreaded nine 
very rewarding in the end. hours of core philosophy,· Kruse 
''The adjustment to Xavier was · isn't on your side. · · · . 
difficult," Kruse said. "We doex- "Philosophy is.essential in the 
· tensive research in grjid school, and core curriculum at Xavier," she said. 
then we are thrown into. the aca- "It awakens the autonomous criti-
demic world. without any sort of cal thinking about what it means to 
·teaching gu~dance." be a human being." .. 
Kruse has made the adjustment On a reguiar basis; Kruse teaches 
"Philasophyis a essentiaef tn·.the core 
curriculum at Xavier., · Jrawakens ·the 
autonomous critical thinking about what it 
·. . . . .. ' . ·' 
means to be a human being. " 
"U'le look forward to the time when the power of love will replace the 
love of power. Then wiltour world knowihe ·blessing ofpeace." 
- William Gladstone. 
Hey Seniors! 
There is limited time left to experience the glory of your 15 minutes of fame at Xavier.· Get on it. 
Email ~e at newswirefeatures@yahoo.com. I don't bite .... at least not most of the time. 
_T_H_E_XA~V_I_E_R_N~EW~S_W_I_R_E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Q=....RL~D~:N.,_._,,£=~..!..!.-":S.~~~~~~~~-,-~~~-w-e_ek_o~if_M_A_R_C_H_1_3,~2_0_02~5 
Bush vows to fight on 
SIX MONTHS AFTER SEPT. 11 ATTACKS, 'PRESIDENT OUTLINES :·sTRATEGY FOR 'NEWEST PHASE OF THE WAR ON TERRORISM 
BY RON HUTCHESON Flags from more than 150 coun-
Knight Ridder Newspapers tries flapped in the crisp breeze 
under a blue sky that stirred 
WASHINGTON - On the six- memories of the beautiful late-
month anniversary of the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacks, President Bush 
called on nations around the. world 
Monday to join the second phase of 
the war on terrorism, vowing to pur-
sue and destroy "terrorist parasites" 
wherever they hide. 
Flanked by ambassadors from 
more than 100 countries, Bush 
marked the six-month milestone by . 
renewing his commitment to a relent-
less global war against terrorists and 
their allies. He prodded other gov-
ernments to join the fight and prom-
ised U.S-. aid to any willing partner, 
In the clearest statement yet of 
his phase-two war strategy, Bush said 
the United States would rely on other 
nations to root out homegrown ter-
rorists, but would lead efforts to pre-
vent terrorists from obtaini11g nuclear, 
chen:iical or biological weapons. 
"There_is no margin for error, and 
no chance t9 learn from mi~takes. 
Our coalition must act deliberately, 
but inaction is not an option," he 
said. "Men with no respect for life 
must never be allowed to control the 
ultimate weapons of death." 
Bush outlined his plan for the 
war's expansion at a solemn cer-
emony on the White Ho:use's south 
lawn. His audience included about 
300 relatives of the Sept. 11 victims, 
members of Congress, Supreme Court 
justices and most of Washington's 
foreign diplomatic corps. 
summer morning that was shat-
. tered, by tragedy six months ago. 
As he spoke, jets from nearby 
Ronald Reagan Washington Na-
tional Airport occasionally roared 
overhead while wary Secret Ser-
vice agents scanned the skies 
from the roof of the White House. 
The White House ceremony 
was part of ari international day 
of remembrance for the Sept. 11' 
, victims. In New York, a crowd 
near the flattened World Trade 
Center fell silent at 8:46 a.m. arid 
again at 9:03 a.m. to mark the 
moments when two hijacked 
planes slammed into ·the twin 
towers. 
At the Pentagon, another Sept. 
11 target, Defense Secretary 
Donald H. Rumsfeld mourned the 
victims with representatives from 
29 countries that have joined the 
anti-terrorism campaign in Af-
gha~istan. 
Meanwhile, the second phase 
of the war is beginning to unfold 
in the Philippines, Yemen and the 
-former Soviet republic of Geor-
gia. In all three countries, Ameri-
can military officials will help 
train local forces to combat· ter-
rorists. 
More than 600 U.S. military 
personnel, including at least 160 
elite special forces troops, are al-
ready in the. Philippines, and 
PHOTO BY CHUCK KENNEDY, KNIGHT RIDDER TIMES . 
·president Bush (right) greets John Yates (left), who suffered second and third degree 
burns in the attack on the Pentagon on Sept. 11, following a memorial service Monday 
morning at the White House. 
Bush said he will soon send as many 
as 150 military trainers to Georgia. 
The details of American involve-
ment in Yemen, which borders 
Saudi Arabia on the tip of the Ara-
bian Peninsula, are still under ne-
gotiation. Bush prodded other na-
tions to take similar front-line roles 
saying the United States "expects 
governments everywhere" to join 
the cause. 
Bush offered no hints about his 
next moves against Iraq, Iran and 
North Korea, the three countries he 
labeled the "axis of evil" for their 
work on we.apons of mass destruc-
tion. 
Arafat released from house arrest 
ISRAELI PRIME MINISTER ARIEL SHARON FACES CRITICISM FOR RELEASING PALESTINIAN LEADER AS VIOLENCE ESCALATES 
BY DANIEL RUBIN 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
JERUSALEM - Israeli Prime 
Minister Ariel Sharon finally re-
leased Yasser Arafat from house ar-
rest Monday but found himself in a 
tight spot, pressured by the right, the 
left, the United States and the world. 
A small coalition of ultra-conser-
vative parties quit Sharon's coalition 
government Monday. The good news 
for Sharon was that the giant Labor 
Party decided it would stay. But in 
the polls, the prime minister's popu-
larity is diving as the stock of his 
rival, former Prime Minister Ben-
jamin Netanyahu, rises. 
Any move is difficult for Sharon 
because he is criticized both by Is-
raelis such as Netanyahu, who want 
him to take an even harder line and 
those, including many. in the Labor 
Party, who want peace with the Pal-
estinians. Israeli forces ~n Monday 
rounded up 1,000 Palestinians for 
interrogation during raids on refu-
gee camps. 
At least a dozen Israeli tanks and 
troops stormed into a Gaza Strip refu-
gee camp and waged a fierce battle 
late Monday and early Tuesday that 
killed at least 17 Palestinians, ac-
cording to wire reports. 
This week Sharon is expected 
to meet with U.S. envoy Anthony 
Zinni, who is trying to find a way 
to end the Israeli-Palestinian vio-
lence, and with Vice President 
Dick Cheney, who is visiting the 
Middle East mainly to try to seek 
Arab support for expanding the 
war on terrorism to Iraq. 
LEADERSHIP CRISIS 
Sharon's dilemma was illus-
trated on Sunday night by two 
groups of demonstrators who 
gathered outside Cafe Moment, 
where 24 hours before 11 'Israelis · 
died in a suicide bombing. The 
prime minister's Jerusalem resi-
dence is across the street. "Fight 
Terrorism," "Get Rid of Arafat,'' 
and ''.Stop the Appeasement. of 
Murderers," one side chanted, as 
workers shoveled charred wreck-
· age out of the cafe's skeletal win-
dows. 
Meanwhile, the peace group 
posted its own electronic tally of 
the losses since the Palestinian 
uprising began 17 months ago: 
961 Palestinians and 340 Israelis. 
Their message: "Get out of the 
territories." 
"Sharon is being torn," said 
Gerald Steinberg, a political scien-. 
tist at Israel's Bar Ilan University: 
Two concerns, Steinberg said, 
drive all of Sharon's actions: pre-
serving national unity in a time of 
crisis and cooperatfog with the 
United States. 
This, he said, explains what seem 
to be contradictory moves, such as 
fierce military sweeps through Pal-
estinian refugee camps in search of 
weapons and fighters, and the re-
lease ·of Arafat from house'arrest in 
the West Bank city of Ramallah .. 
Sharon is showing the Israeli 
public that their country's Defense 
Forces are tough;· wmie showing 
Cheney and Zinni they have a part-
ner in Israel, Steinberg said. More 
than 50,000 people gathered in Tel 
Aviv Monday night to. protest the 
terror. attacks against Israelis and 
Sharon's decision to change a year-
long positfon that he would not 
bargain until the violence stopped. 
His reversal led the small coali-
tion of two parties to quit the gov-
ernment. The Hatzofeh newspaper 
complained about "this miserable 
concession" that "broadcasts a mes-
sage of weakness to the other side 
which will interpret it - at least 
outwardly - as a capitulation." 
Less conservative papers 
weren't any happier. "After a year 
in office, with zero achievements 
and at the height of a severe secu-
rity crisis, Sharon came to the con-
clusion that his rigid, right-wing 
approach ofrecent weeks, in words 
and deeds, is not delivering the 
goods. Never before has the coun-
try sustained so many causalities 
from terror attacks as it has during 
the days of 'Mr. Security,"' the 
newspaper Ha' aretz said in a front-
page editorial Monday. 
WHAT'S NEXT FOR 
SHARON 
"His personal instinct is to beat 
... these guys, yet his mind tells 
him this is a much more compli-
cated environment than he con-
ceived," said Shai Feldman, direc-
tor of the Jaffe Center for Strategic 
Studies at Tel Aviv University. 
"He doesn't want to find him-
self in the situation he found him-
self at the end of the war in Leba-
non where he had the support of 
only half the country andlabor was 
on the outside criticizing him on a 
daily basis. Sharon understands 
what when you conduct the sort of 
struggle we are in, it takes a daily 
toll, and he needs to have as much 
consensus as possible." 
Sharon has triedto dampen criti-· 
cism of his release of Arafat by im-
posing conditions. The Palestinian 
leader can travel within the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip, the Palestin-
ian territories that are partly under 
Israeli military occupation, but he 
must get permission to travel 
abroad. 
The United States has been qui-
etly trying to persuade Sharon to 
·let Arafat attend the March 27-28 
_Arab League summh in Beirut, 
where a Saudi-backed peace plan 
is to debut. 
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Open to 1Jll Students! · 
Applications ayailable at the I11fo D~sk, 
RA Desks, Sti'A Offices loc'ated :on the 
2nd floor.of O'Connor. Sport~ Center, 
and-in the Cafe. .. 
. . 
Applications du.e in SGA Offices or Info 
Desk.by 5pm on Friday, March 15, · 
Interviews will be held M'onday, 
March 18-Thursday, March 21. 
· Questions??? Call Michael at x3345 
:j 
,; . 
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SenateElectionsarenextTuesdayandWednes~ : Your_Senate@Work·tor Youl 
da. y;March .. 19than. d2. Oth.! .. !! Rem_ .emh. erto ,--------------------1 · A DISCLAIMER: 
. Vo. td, Votlngtimes are as f~llows: .1 If you want it, come get it ... where au the action happens---> 
I 
Afonday 'sat 3 p.m., Schott 201. No Diggity! · 
8:00 - Noon: Kelley Auditorium, Alter Hall 
Noon~ 2:00 :.Neiporte Lounge, CBA . : 
2:00 ~ 4:30~: Lobby, 0' Conner Sports Center_· . I 
Money 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., 
Rho Psi Chapter 
Matters 
$1500 
4:30 ~ 7:00: Cafeteda I INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
THINGS·. TRULY 1)0 
HAPPEN IN SGA 
' 
STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY 
Attention all students! This day is for you! Senate looooves you, and we want you to know it! 
Now presenting an amazing day full of fun-filled events directed at and specifically for you, the student! 
On March 21st from 12-3•pm we will be serving up burgers, snacks, and even Pez dispensers with SGA 
faces on them (well; maybe not that, but defini~ely some other great gifts!). Come one, come all, we'll see 
you th~re. Alex has the inside news on this, call him at X-8482. 
ACADEMIC VICE-PRESIDENT: POSITION FILLED! 
Guys?!?! Guess what, the-Academic Vice-President position was filled! How tubular is that??? A · 
big congrats to the new Academic Vice-President, Roger Fortin. Remember this name folks, you're 
going to hear it a lot. We wish him luck in all of his future endeavors with Xavier. We would also like to 
thank the SGA members who sat in on the board for this decision and gave their input--it was a hard job 
but Harrison Ford was busy and SGA had to stepped up to the plate. For details and scoop call Natasha @ 
745-3520.· . 
ANTONIO JOHNSON SCHOLARSHIP BANQUET 
. As has been done in previous years, it is once again time for the Antonio Johnson Scholarship 
Banquet. It's a black tie affair ladies and gentlemen, so only the good looking need report. But hey, 
everyone looks DEAD SEXY in a tux. The tickets are $10 for Xavier students and $30 for non-students. 
Come looking your best on April 12th from 7-10 pm to support your fellow Xavier students a~ they 
compete for the Antonio Johnson Scholarship Award. Tickets are available at the.Office of.Multicultural 
Affairs. For more info call the well informed Lauren @ X-5758. 
THE ADMINISTRATION REPORTS! 
As surprising as it may sound, Senate really does try to keep up with the actions of the administra-
tion. Every once in awhile, we even have one of them come to a meeting and answer some questions and 
address concerns for the students. In the past few weeks, we have been visited by the notorius names of 
Ava Jean Feibig (Director ofResidenceLife), Dr. Paul E. Colella (Head of the Honors' Department), and 
Dr. Luther Smith (Head of Student Development). ·They spoke of such Ji;sues as housing, ticket distribu-
tion for the Cross-town Shoot Out, the Gallagher Center, and concerns related to the Honors' Depart.:. 
ment. For further details on their reports, contact Mark@ 745-4249. 
SENATE vs. THE WORLDquest 
Put on your thinking caps girls and boys cause Senate is taking on the world as Senate has a team 
slated to play in this year's Worldquest Trivia Contest. If you so desire, you can always come and watch, 
but resistance to the Senate is futile. After all, who knows more about worldly ... uh, things then Senators 
(riiight). It should be a good time though, so for further amusement come watch us .... for more informa-. 
tion call Aaron @ X-5868. 
Special O>ngratulationstocadt~ePackardand~ 
ApkingforbemgvotedHOmanmingOiair2002!. 






















TRIP TO CHICAGO 






TRIP TO RANGER GRADUATION $420 
AT FORT BENNING, GA 
DECISIONS, DECISIONS. . . 
Election Code 
USE OF NEWSWIRE: 
NO SENATE CANDIDATE MAY 
CAUSE ANY FORM OF SELF-
PROMOTION 
Election.· Code 
STRIKING EXECUTIVE TICKET 
TO ALLOW CANDIDATES TO 
RUN AS INDIVIDUALS 
Student Senate 
$2150 TO BE TRANSFERED 
ORGANIZATIONAL RESERVES 





ON THE DOCKET 
·I Amnesty International ' $982.65 
I INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
I 






Remember, all funding granted requires the fundraising 
and repayment of30% of all funds granted. 
'~------------------~' 
The SGA office· is located iii' the Dolly-
Cohen ·Room in the O'Conner Sports 
Center. Pay us a visit;-) 
ATTENTION CLUBS: ... . : • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • 
Senate Committee 
Times, Meetings, and Places: 
• 
: Association Affairs 
: Community Affairs 
• • Public Relations· . . 
• Financial Affairs 
• 
: Student Affairs 
Senate Office, Thurs. 2:30 
Senate Office, Thurs, 4:30 
Senate Office, Friday's 3-4 
Senate Office, Wed., 4:00 
Differi~g Locations, Wed~, 9 
"•t" ' •• 
' '·~ . ' 
As the end of the year : 
• • • • 
• 
Questions? Check here for answers: 
Club needs money? Alex Fajardo@ X-8482 
Want to start a club? Amanda Corzine @ X-8994 
?'s for Senate? Kelly Borchers @ 745-3995 
?'s about community service? Laura Carnaghi @X-8994 
?'s about SGA? Mark Mallett@ 745-4249 
Co-sponsorship? Amanda Corzine@ X-8994 
SA~? Michael McBride @ 745-3345 
.Dis page?. kael Landry @ 861~5161 (yeaah ;) 
Student.Affairs? Justin Wade@86.1-4963 
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. With March Madne~s right Xavier's bubble and experience 
around the corrier, Xavier's campus some real heat without the need to 
anticipates the chance to make it to wear a winter coat· the next day. 
the Final Four as well as all the new When you come back, we have 
things springing up this season. classes for a little over a month 
Last Friday, flying Frisbees, scat- until the 2001-02 school year goes 
tered games of catch and blankets down in history. 
covered the green space of campus. This is where the seniors cheer. 
With temperatures soaring above 70 ·Yet, some realize they do not have 
and perfect skies in early March, we anything to do after they graduate 
at The Newswire because they 
are ready to expe- --"-l-VJ.:---,-h--.--- failed to look for 
rience the heat on we onty ave one a job or housing. 
the basketball week before spring 'lMI haybe ~~u 
·court and the ex- w1 ave to JOm 
citement or'a new break-our great. the real world, 
building and new · • looking for more 
events this spring. week of laziness and . "6tia11 e" n g rn g' 
The men's bas- I t. · " minds and enrich-
ketball team has retaxa ion. ing spirits" to 
had a scorching ------------- carry your day. 
year on the court, claiming the At- Nonetheless, seniors, begin the 
!antic 10 Conference. As the No. 7_ countdown - the day when you 
seed in the NCAA Tournament, we 
have the lighter fluid to sqrrt another 
fire in Texas: Once we tackle Ha-
waii, we may face Oklahoma, our 
greatest challenge of the season. · · 
While the basketball team is 
making headlines, Mr. Muskie re-
ceived his crown. We only hope Mr. 
Muskie is a combination of past Mr. 
Muskies and has the skills to main-
tain a World News section weekly 
at The Newswire. (The Newswire 
voted for Bill Snodgrass since he is 
the only with such skills.) 
We only have one week before 
spring break - our great week of 
laziness and· relaxation; · 
Spring Break came quickly this 
year due to last month's winter holi-
day. We order everyone to leave 
COPYRIGHT 2002 
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will walk across the stage is soon. 
Well, for all those who will be 
staying, we have the Gallagher 
Center. The Grill will be gone, the 
location of various places on cam-
pus will be randomly placed and 
most of the computers will fail the 
first day, but we will have a new 
building to meet our friends in an 
attempt to avoid class and the 
dreaded library. We have been wait-
ing for this building's opening for 
a long time. 
Well, Xavier, look at all we have 
in our near future and the excite-
ment of current events. Can it get 
better than this? .Yes, it can. But for·· 
right now, have a great spring and 

























>-On the Web: HTIP://www.xu.edu/Newswire/ 
Tht Xavltr Ntwswirt ls published weekly lhrough-
JUl the school year, except during vacation and final 
exams, by lhe s1uden1S or Xavier Universily. 3800 Vic-
tory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129. 
The SlalemenlS and opinions or Tht Xavltr Ntws-
wlre are nol ncccssaiily those of lhc sludcnl body, fac-
ulty or administration or Xavier. The SlalemenlS and 
opinions or a columnlsl do nol ncccssarily reflect lhosc 
of editors or gerieral alaff. 
Suhlcripllon rate& are $30 per year or $15 per sc-
' ..... ; ~ .... ; • ~ " • ·, > '. , • • • 
mesler within the USA and are proraled. Subscription 
Inquiries should he di reeled lo Amanda Cline, 513-745· 
3130. 
Advertising Inquiries should he directed lo Scoll 
Kase, Advenising Manager, 513-745-3561. 
One copy of Th• Xuvitr Ntwswirr, distributed on 
campus. is free per person per week. Additional copies 
are 25 cenlS. 
Xavier University is an academic community com· 
milled lo equal opponunil~ for all persons. 
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Nader inspires, without doubt 
Where were you Sunday night? 
Did you see Ralph Nader give the 
Cintas Center audience a run for 
their responsibility? 
There's no question we saw one 
of the best public figures present 
what we can do about the worst of 
our ~ociety's problems. His call for 
civic responsibility rang loud and 
clear among all present, hoping to 
change wharwe see wrong in our 
world. 
The focus was on the state of 
our environment and the state of 
our citizenship. He questioned 
why we allow ourselves to be 
duped by the corporations that rule 
much ofour world. . . . . .. . 
He asked the pointed question 
of whether the major corporations 
are working to solve environmen-
tal problems, whether they are caus-
ing the environmental problems or 
whether they are indifferent. There 
really is no question many of these 
corporations are causing sollle of 
the worst global 'problems. · 
And yet, many of us experience 
a sense of helplessness when faced 
with the question of what to do 
about corporations. Nader helped 
point us toward positive solutions. 
One of his main goals for us is to 
realize· again what it means to be 
involved in our civic community. 
He asked what part of our coun-
try we thought we .owned. Did we 
know we own one-third of our 
oat.ion's land, that this is in fact our 
public land? 
We don\really have this sense 
of community responsibility to-
ward our environment. This is what 
we mustinstill to begin our.struggle 
for survival, and we certainly face 
this call for survival. If we leave 
the environmental problems to cor-
poratiovs, we are in deep trouble. 
.'1t was a call to 
recogrzize the 
s.igrzifical!t ro.le we 
can play·within our 
communiry, within 
our nation and 
within our world. " 
So the question is, what are you 
doing to fulfill your civic respon-
sibility? What do you know about 
the food you put in your mouth? 
What do you know _about the poi~ 
sons your car and millions of other 
cars spew out into our common air 
every second of the day? What do 
you know about the cotton your 
clothes are made from? 
Then, you start asking questions 
about good decisions we can all 
make. What do we know about or-. 
ganic farming that protects the en-
vironment? What do we know 
about hybrid cars and cars that re-
lease zero emissions of carbon mon-
oxide? What do we know about 
industrial hemp and the hundreds 
of uses we ignore in our ignorance, 
thinking it somehow can be used 
as marijuana? 
This deeply impassioned speech 
of Ralph Nader's was a great call 
for all of us to take steps to stop the 
violence incurred every day against 
the environment and against our 
communities. 
It was a call to recognize the sig-
nificant role we can play within our 
community, within our nation and 
within our world. 
He mentioned specifically the 
Web sites, www.citizen.org and 
www.essential.org, that include in-
formation and opportunities to 
strengthen our civic commitment. 
Nader said the number one thing 
we can do is to be a good parent. 
The second most important thing 
is to be a good citizen. 
His call ended by saying we can-
not make excuses because when 
our children, and maybe grandchil-
dren, ask us what happened to the 
world, the.re will be no excuses. 
- Michael Roman 
Class of '03 
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Lose weight with foosballall-stars 
. · CHAD RINK . role and a personality. They all my opponents make. nonsensical 
Contributing Writer play a pivotaf role on my team, arguments, like playing one drum 
Many people ask how I keep so the Belgium Shining. The name is neither a theme nor a song - I 
thin. My se9retjs foosl?:all (al~o is a ti:ibute to one think theY are 
called by the lesser known name ·of Wyclef's best ------------just bitter 
of Baby Foot in s~me.circles)~ . songs, "WeTrying . "Victorytakes a about · the 
For most players, foosball is not to Stay Alive.'.' ·At . domination of 
a very movement-intensive game, · the end of the competitive coach Center Guy. 
but these people probably don't. song,Wyclefsays, who is not'a°/;,.aid to._. ·Sometimes 
win many games. "You can'tstopthe r:J 14 the forwards 
Victory takes a competitive shining." :~is rit> OUt apole o.f' do not even 
coach who is not afraid to rip out a statement typ1f1es T , 'J get a chance to 
pole of players from the table if they the Belgium team: players from the tab le score because 
aren'tplayingtothehighstandards You can't stop if h , l . of the hard 
expected of them. Never let me them. '/. t. ey aren t p ayz.ng w~~k of the_1 
coach a little league baseball team. Here is the run- h h · h J . L m id f i el d .' 
· Haif of the players will be off the dow~ of the play- to t. e z.g. stanuarm· These players 
team before the:: end of the game. ers: exnected o+' them. " are collec-
When .I play, it is necessary to The offense T 'J tively known 
jump, pat players on the head and consists of three as the Half-
play mind games with the oppo- forwards. The left and right wings 
nent. It can be quite exhausting, are played by Lefty and Righty. 
but it is worth it. However, the real star is C~nter 
The .less competitive may think Guy. Center Guy has a powerful 
it is just a game involving inani~ shot, and it has earned him his own 
mate objects, but I try to bring life theine song, . consisting of a drum 
to my players. Each of them has a · · making a boom ·sound. · Most ·of· 
backs of Doom with Matrix-like 
abilities. They are aptly named be- · 
cause their rocket shots at the goal 
right atkickoffusually spell doom 
for the other team. The opponent's 
defen.se simply cannot react 
quickly. erwugh because· ·of the 
halfbacks~ lightning speed. Thus, 
a reference to "The Matrix" (star-
ring Keanu "I've Never Been in a · 
. BaqMoyie'~~eeves) w;is i:i.ecessiey .. · 
Finally, the defense cannot be 
forgotten. Unfortunately, the de-
fenders are often overlooked be-
cause of the stellar performance of 
the goalie .. He often flags for the ball 
in sheer determination to shoot the 
ball the entire length of the field 
and score. 
The name of the goalie has long 
been forgotten, and now only goes 
by the Belgian Goalie. Of course, 
this moniker alludes to the 1968 
Foosball World Cup when the Bel-
gians upset the Brazilians in one of 
the greatest games ever played. It 
is still shown often on ESPN Clas-
sic. The team followed the goalie's 
·lead and immediately took Belgium 
as their home country. 
There's my all-star lineup. For 
the few of you not trembling in fear, 
I'll see you at thefoosball table. 
L E T T E. R T 0 T H E E D T 0 R 
Student radio,· Xavier, communications. 
The operative word here is department of Career and Leader-
communications; Xavier Univer- ship Development whose only 
sity, from my understanding at the knowledge of electronic media re-
time I applied, was a school strong lated jobs were technical staff po-
in both business and communica- sitions at the Cintas 
tions. Academically, that seems to Center-jobs that, 
cheap posters which blow down 
within a day or so. 
. It looks bad, it doesn't always 
work and it certainly isn't helping 
students. 
be correct. My 'classes have proved however reward- ''My bigger concern 
challenging and insightful. ing, have generally 
learn how to 
expose their 
causes and 
events to the 
media. 
Unfortunately, I didn't write little to do with the for a school supposedly 
this to compliment my classroom media. • 
education, thusfar.Mybiggercon- So much for Strong z.n Inciden-
tally, our 
cross town 
p u b l i c 
equivalent, 
cern for a school supposedly strong practical commu-
in communications is how inany nications, aside 
options we have to put that knowl- from this paper of 
edge into use. course. 
For example, Xavier claim~ to Frommy under-· 
have a great TV center, judging standing, there is 
from equipment and from the few also a very large 
productions I've seen, we certainly , problem in inter~ 
do. But how many people even departmental com-
communications is 
how many options we 
have· to put ·that 
knowledge into use. " 
· ·UC; has been 
able to sus-
tain a very 
successful 
know we have a TV station? Where · munication, something that is es-
do they broadcast now· that there sential to allowing any institution 
is no campus cable? I sure don't to be able to function at its full 
know, but I'm open to being en- capacity. 
lightened. ' The problem isn't strictly ad-
Additionally, Xavier shares af- ministrative~ I would think a stu-
filiation with a prominent network · dent. body. that has access to such 
of National Public Radio stations. a great business program would 
I only know they exist because I easily be able to find a better way 
have been blessed enough to get a to promote their events than by 
job here, certainly no thanks to the writing in chalk on the malls or by 
Web radio 
station, streaming into any home 
that's brave enough to listen. 
To my surprise, their operations 
manager claims the costs are mini-
mal. They've been able to promote 
events, organize campus functions 
and even play some good music. · 
In addition, they've managed to 
incorporate their business and mar-
keting students to coordinate pro-
motions, solicit underwriters and 
manage funding for a fully opera-
tional business. · . 
Why can't Xavier give this a 
shot? We have equipment, although 
my meeting posters· have. been 
ripped down quicker than they can 
be spotted. Finally we have the new 
student center that just might help 
bring something of this caliber to 
fruition. 
I'm open to the ideas that might 
come from students, faculty and 
even from alumni, but I need a "why 
not," not just a "no.'' 
Xavier, what are you afraid of, 
sounding bad·on·the airor misrep~ 
resenting our fine institution? 
Maybe we have the potential to be· 
known 'for something other than 
men's basketball. 
If I'm alone in my opinions, 
maybe Xavier isn't inclined to im-
prove on its student life or its prac-
tical instruction and real work ap-
plications. 
I offer this as a possible solution 
- one I think makes sense. 
- Bill Sluzewski 
Classof'04 
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.Off-Camous HousinQ 
Oxford Apartments, 
. 1005 Dana Ave. 
-Free heat 
- Walk to campus 




$355 and up. 
Manager: ART.· · · 
513-961-3786 
office: 474-5093 . 
. ' .. ' '. 
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LETTER.-TO 
St t . t• ·.· ,'• . ' ,b''' ' · .. a 'IS. ics· ;r1.s.e ·on a ~ .. use· 
Very disturbing ·actfolls · t~k~ Oddly, these same women were . An.other abuse is s~xual abuse, 
place every day all over th.e world. · blamed for the ~ttacks, with 60per- . \VhiC::h includes rape. According to 
These same actions tajce ·place at · cent of the responses stating the U;S. DepMtnient 9fJµstice, a 
X.,avier University. wome11 deservea the beating. Only . . -.woman is raped once every two nil.n-
. ', Women are Pltysically and psy- 51 percent of th()Se, surveyed.felt ~t~·s. This comes out to 262,SOO 
·chologically. battere(i, as well as the aggressive male sJtould be pun:: · • \Vome~ per ye~. 'Another frighten-
sexually abµsed. I condemn vfo-· ished. · · · · · '· ·· · fog statistic is only an estimated37 
fonce against any living being, but percent of rapes are reported (Anti-
wish · to discuss· vfolence against . · · · · v'iolence Resource Guide)., . 
women in this particular editorial. ''Jnstettd a/seeing .. :This means many prec;lators are 
~- This is an issue that affects both · · roaming the streets. This also shows 
men and women alike. This issue them as. merely SeX ,_ -•many women sweep the rape and 
must be brought up, especially b • " "h I'd abuse under· the rug. If they hide 
around International Women's Day, O ".Je~tS, We S · OU,tj see these feelings, they feel more trauma 
which took place March 8. . .. them as s!st~r._. !, . and pain in the future if the crime is·. 
As a male, I'm tired of seeing not reported or brought up. The ex-
women treated as objects. It is time ·" mothers, ftierids; '' ' perience will have a very harsh emo-
we see them as our equals, our coun- tional and physiological effect with-
terparts. Instel,l'dofseeing them as fellow stutf.eri,ts arid·.· out some form of counseling. 
merely sex i>l5Je°bt~: w~ .sh6hld see m .. . ··· Ost. im_,-f>orta.nt_t.r.1~' ... ISsues should not be brushed un-
them as sisters, mothers;'.friends, r './ der the rug; they must be brought 
fellow student_s and most:imp'o.r~ -.h. " ' ...... 'b ; ' :,,. outin_ .. th_.·e_limdlg'lltillo.rderio's.olve . . . uman ·. etn<Ts; 
tantly human beings. · · o· this problem plaguing our society. 
Unfortunately, many men see If youarebeingabused,orKnow 
women as inferior. Traditionally in Physical battering is not the somebody who is beirtg abused; 
our culture, men have been re- only form· of abuse. Psychologi- here are a few places you can turn to 
garded as the powerful;·strong and cal battefi.ng is another plag\je to . for help .. Counseling servic;~s are 
hard-~orkirig b~eadwinners'. Con- exist in our world. A few common . offered free of chatge at theMcGrath 
versely, wonierf.have often been exampl~s of this inducfo" v~rbal · ' Health and Cdunseling~-.Center lo- _ 
view,ed ,as:h.elpJ~ss, w_eak and de~ . abuse, e,xcessive po!!sessiv~ness cateci 11t 1714 Cleneay Ave; 
pend~nt:'" ' . - .,.. . . .·· .. ·· , .·· 'and isol~tion of the victitn from . The'National Domestfc Violence 
· In truth, women are capable of friends and family. Hotline can be reached at 1-800-
being very strong, powerful and Whilestat~st.icsforthisareless · 799-SAFE (7233) or 1-800-787-
independent. Women are not shad- concrete, the damage created can 3224. They also operate an excel-
ows of any man~~ . be as insidious to. the victim as a lent Web site answering many ques-
. ~J'hemostvisualsignofabuseis phy_sicl,lLbea!ing, VerJ:>al--l,lbuseois., ti<:J!JS that·-,deal with abuse: 
. ·physical baitering. . hard for anybneto tiikt( Excessive. www.ridvh.org. The Ohio 
. . The N~tiona(Coalition Against' possessi~eness W~)llld·includtLa Domestic Violence Network can be 
:;~ >gp,mes~!~ . Y~plen;e e_xplain~ physi- man who is very paranoid about reached at 1-800-934-9840. 
:; c;_~:battering as•,a form of v10lence . the location of his wife or girl- In Hamilton County, the YWCA 
·~~ '.0'\ised to intimidate or establish con- frierid. of Greater Cincinnati; is available. 
' trof oVe~ a_n.b.t.her per~on by using For instance, the male may keep They' offer a shelter for battered 
corporearfotce. Physical battering tabs on where the female is at all women and a helpline, which can 
. canrangefrom:a slap to murder. .. times .. This. is .very damaging to be reached at(5l3) 241-2757 .. They 
. The number ofwomerfablised · · self-esteenL She' has lost all ind.e- · also offer a hotline with infomiation 
·each year is simplYsfaggetfog.· In· 
the United States, a wonianis:bat-
tered every~15 seconds (U.N~ S_tudy 
on the Status of Women, 2000)~ · 
According to this data, an esti-
mated 2, 102,400 cases of battering 
occur .each year in the United States 
alone .. This is the equivalent. of 
everyone in metropolitan Cincin-
nati reporting one attack a year, 
plus over 100,000 more cases. This 
is a very sobering statistic, and 
unfortunately, is riot unique to.the 
United States. 
· ·. An article nm in The New. York 
Timeson.O~t. 3.1;199~, .reported the 
findings ofa survey· performed by:. 
the Keny·an· Wonien;s •Ri~hts· 
Awareness .Program .. The survey 
found 70 percent: of the partici-
pants indicated th~y-knew a female 
who had been beaten by a male. · · 
pendence a11d:control.'. ' 
''Issues should not 
be brushed ·under the 
rug; they must be· 
. broug~t out in the 
limelight in order to 
solvethis problem. 
plaguing oursqciety. " 
on shelter; support and legal advice . 
around the clock at (513) 872-9259. 
If you know somebody who is 
abused, believe her story,. and take 
it seriously. Please try .to help her 
find help. Listen' to her, and offer 
support in any way possible. Make 
sure she realizes it is not her fault. 
In conclusion, I would like to 
make. a plea· that all male students 
who read this editorial treat their 
girlfriends, female acquaintances, 
mothers, sisters and all other women 
with the utmost respect.. We have a 
. ~eric:iusproblem on our hands. 
· · It is our generation's responsibil~ 
:ity to move beyond thjs horrific< 
Isolating the victim from h~r. ··ugliness. We can all make a differ-·· · 
friends: and .family is yet ano.iher' . ence to insure every human being is 
form of abuse. Once again; this · treated with dignity .. · · 
tfil,ces awayindependence 'and self- ' 
_esteem;. _:_:Drew Mongeil 
. Class of '05 
Commuter Services Annual E~ster Egg Hunt 
On Saturday, .March 23, from ~lam to noon, Commuter 
Services will be holding their annual Easter Egg Hunt on 
the Academic Mall. Kids 12.and under are welcome. Please 
RSVP to Commuter Services by Fri. March 15 at 745-3824. 
The Easter bunny·will arrive at 1 lam, don'tforgetyo'irr cameras! .. 
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·~. . ,· .. . )· . ' 
.:'.fH'J. CheckUsOutll ~ii. tgl l!!J;o171os wY1w.homec1tv1ce.com =.w:o1 DBS 
· · ·Great Job 'Opportunities!! 
Hiring Students Part-Time NOW af!d Full-Time During Summer 
&Breaks · · 
Flexlbje l:Jsl.u.c6. & GREAT eAY I! 
We offer 10;;.40+ hours/week 
Route Delivery & Packagln~ Positions 
$6.50 - $12.00/'Hour 
• Slriurtta 'ili~.1& Ml82 ·. ·:· .. · .. ,'. ···· .. ·.·.·B' .. ,.,_, ... · .. ··.· .. ·',:: .. · , ... 
Two Great Locations Just Minutes from 
Campus/I 
Forest Park · Wilder-N.KY 
8'Ce1t8'9r·:$P• ... ~ ... ~..-
. &:38-a-=~•P• 
AdllliSsJ.•11=· $. s. 
,.· .: ·.. , .. ', . . ' , .. 
51 $·851-4040 859-441-1700 
We Also Have Facilities Throughout ttie Regional Area 





0830 ,:~~:;':::4rN '.c.ntnilllllnol•Ar.. FL Wayne.IN 
CDluf!!blil, OHB00.937.0011 800.765.2742 800.642.8994 aoo.622.6568 
D•)'lon\Sptlngflold Tofedo, OH Wnt Vkgln~ 
800.283.5511 . Uxlngton, KYB00.933.3575 800.899.8070 800.545.4423 
No Experience Necessary, Train during school and work during 
summer & breaks. We offer Schedule Flexlblllty. 
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend I 
.19.,~ ~· ~SttuKA ;mvslc ·; Route Delivery. A great rewarding job opportu~ily for nlot~vatcd individuals. This commission based position offers high earning potential for responsible individuals not . 'intimidated by hard work and physiCal lining. No selling involved.just servicing ou.r 
cstablisbCd customer routes. We offer Full/ PT p~sitions with flexible hours. Expenence not 
necessary, will train. CDL license not required bu~ helpful. A good ~riv~ng record is required. 
Must comply with cc;impany grooming (uniform P}>licies. We ~lso require weekend . 
availability and dependable transportation, MOH9 ... -tedi¥GIJ' 
Packaging:. ibis positi9n is hourly based for resp_Onsible1• depend~le individuals ~ith 
flexibility in scheduling of hours. We offer Full/ PT positions available on three, eight hour 
daily shifts. Priority given to-rand 3N shin applic.ants. No experience necessary, will trai~. 
position requires li~ing, kCcping up with ·auto.mate.d machinery. and dependable tmnsportat1on. 
Visit Our Website for AddlUf:!nal Job lnfonnatlon II 
www .homecityice~com ·Nftlt .spedcd .pel'&PJIHDlceS· fig: ... lhllt~ll. 
· Assed.Ueil -.-clitln&s. ANariCIOlS' 
-~ ..... tfra,9e11 ·t1~s ~ fi:4S & A: .. p111. 
t\ue LiJlde:Es Pllllw. I.atilt 
d1111ca itr.upe @. "'J:1SpJliJ. 
·.·.,:: 
;. 
Soonsored by; . 
OFFICE OF MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS,INTERNATIONA·LSTUDENTS SOCIETY, 
ROMERO INTERNATIONAL CENTER;, WEEKENDERS, DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT 
AND STUDENT O.RGANIZATION OF LATINOS 
For more information, call (513) 745-3181 
Our eatalog of summer classes is ready to be mailed to you.· It gives 
you a complete listing of our course offerings, special workshops, 
and travel programs. Call today for our Summer Catalog. 
S~SSIONS BEGINNING 
MAY, JUNE, AND JULY. 
TO REQUEST A CATALOG: 
call us at 216-397-4257 
or e-mail ptadmin@jcu.edu 
Look us up at www.jcu.edu/summer 
EASY REGISTRATION• CONVENIENT LOCATION 
SMALL CLASSES • FREE PARKING 
P$-WERSC-$RE 
LSAT Course Comparison 
· PowerScore Ka Ian ·Princeton R 
. Total Course Hours 80 ,25 40 
Total Lecture I Discussion Hours 
Total In-Class Timed and 
Proctored: Practice LSATs 
Minimum Instructor LSAT Percentile 
Hours per Week of LSAT Hotline 
Manned by Instructors 
Personal Set of Every 















More Hours +!Better Instructors + Better Materials + Better Support= Higher Scores 
(6()()) 545 - 1' \75() ' 
We also offer 16-hour Weekend Courses and LSAT tutoring. 
Call us today for more information! 
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.POWERSCORE.COM 
' 1 
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BRIEFS. 
>Matt Miller, Editor . . 




The XU track team had sev-
eral members barely miss setting 
school records at last weekend's 
Saltwater Invitational at UNC-
Wilmington. 
Senior JenAndrassy's time of 
14:59 in the 1,500 meters was 
the second-fastest in school his-
tory while sophomore Jennie 
Illig ran a 15 :00 in that same race 
and achieved XU's third-fastest 
time in history. 
The duo also teamed up to 
place fifth and eighth, respec-
tively, in, the 8_00 meter race. 
Aridrassy's 2:27 was the third-
fastest in school history which 
gave her fifth place. Illig 
notched the eighth position with 
a time of 2:29. 
Freshman Jaime Wyckoff ran· 
the second-fastest 5,000 meter 
race in school history by finish-
ing. in 19:40, good for fourth 
place. Classmate Sarah 
Rodenbeck finished fifth in 
20:23. 
In the men's 5,000 meters, XU 
swept positions fourth through 
seventh as sophomores Mike 
Doran (15:54) and Matt Graham 
(15:59) ran the school's fourth 
and fifth best times ever, respec-
tively. · 
Junior Josh Masters (16:15) 
came in sixth while sophomore 
fyler Cross ( 16:28) finished sev-
enth. 
XU returns to North Carolina 
this weekend to compete in the 
UNC-Charlotte Classic. 
Golf finishes.fifth 
The Xavier men's golf team 
finished fifth overall at the Big 
Red Classic at Lake Diamond 
Golf &. Country Club in Ocala, 
Fla on the strength of a first place 
finish by sophomore Miles 
Maillet. 
Xavier· shot a combined 890 
(299-301-290) which is 10 
strokes out of fourth place Penn 
State (880). Lamar University 
was the overall leader at 862. 
The Musketeers were led by 
a five-under-par (70-72-68) per-
formance by Maillet, who was 
three strokes ahead of second 
place finisher Chris Stroud of 
Lamar 
Freshman Neil Grusczynski 
was right behind Maillet in 15th 
place with a 221 combined score 
(75-72-74) .. Sophomore Matt 
Makinson was the third-best 
Musketeer after carding a 228. 
Xavier will next play in the 
El Diablo Invitaional in Coral 
Springs, Fla., March 16-17. 
Freshmen winA-
10 Shootout title 
Xavier freshmen Kristina 
neinerovski and Robert Kitchens 
joined the men's basketball team 
as champions in Philadelphia. 
The duo teamed up to win the 
$10,000 grand prize in the At-
lantic 10 Shootout, beating rep-
resentatives from the 
conference's other 11 schools. 
SPORTS THE XAVIER NEWSWI-R.E 
....... ~ 
·XJavier······wins·•.·.f\.•~1(J',,fitle 
Muskies. gain .No ... ·. i see.d, plqyH.aw(lli.r.tfl. Eri44Y . 
. . BY JOE ANGOLIA given the green light to practice. · · · · ' · ·· · 
Editor-in-Chief Should. the Xmen knock off first~ 
There wasn't much else the round cipponent,Hawaii,-they'll have 
men's basketball team could do a chance to vindicate themselves in 
this_ year. Winners of the Atlantic the second round against the Big XII 
10 regular-season crown, the A-10 Tournament. Champion, anq No. 2 
Tournament and 20 of their last 22 seed Oklahoma. .. . 
games, the men's basketball team 
should.have been in. good posi-
tion on Selection Sunday. 
The Musketeers· proved they 
could win when it matters, pull-
ing off three hard-fought victories 
en route to· their first A-10 title 
since 1998. 
Yet all of their accomplish-
ments, including their 25-5 record; 
were slighted by the committee, 
who placed Xavie~ as a seven seed 
in the West region. 
By far the best team in a good, 
but'not great; conference· (five A~ 
10 teams are playing in the NIT), 
the Xmen have dealt all season 
with a lack of respect. 
In this week's final rankings, the . 
Xmen found themselves 19th in 
the ESPN/USA TODAY Coaches' 
Poll, 22nd in the Associated Press' 
Poll and 14th in the RPI. 
In the end, though, the lack of 
quality wins is what cost the Mus-
keteers. Xavier amassed a 4-2 
record against teams in this year's 
NCAA field, with its biggest win 
coming against the 18~ 12 Wiscon-
sin Badgers (a No. 8 seed). 
Xavier won't be the only team 
fighting for respect when they take 
on 1 o .. seed Hawaii in the first 
round. The.Western Athletic Con-
ference Champions, Hawaii (27-5), 
entered both of the top 25 polls 
this. we~k .(No. 24. inJhe. cqache.s.' 
and No. 25 in the AP). 
· The Rainbow Warriors are ac-
customed to playing on the road 
and will be looking for their first 
NCAA Tournament victory. Ha-
waii ranked in the top 25 in defen-
sive scoring butowns a minus 1.2 
. rebounding margin fot the season. 
Senior Predrag Savovic, a 6-6 
senior guard, highlights the War-
riors' attack with his 20 ppg aver-
age. . 
The Musketeers should have 
the services of junior Dave Young 
for the Hawaii game as he has been 
x 
Wednesday, March 13 
• Baseball vs. Mount St 
Joseph at 3 p.m. 
Friday, March 15 
• Rifle at NCAA 
Championships hosted by 
Murray State at 8 a.m. 
•Men's basketball in NCAA 
First Round vs. Hawaii 
{Dallas) at approximately 3 
p.m. 
XAVIER 65, UMASS 59 (OT) . 
The Musketeers took a scare in 
their opening game of theA-10 Tour-
nament, needing an extra period to 
defeat a team they had beaten. by 20 
points just a few days earlier. · · ·• 
Xavier !';hot a season-low 29.8 
percent from the field but had taken . ' 
control of the game before Erik Wil-
liams' desperation, turnaround-
prayer from three-point range found· 
the bottom of the net with .7 sec-
onds left, sending the game to OT. 
Junior David.West came .to. life in . 
the extra session, allowing the Mus-
keteers to escape with the win. West 
scored the fir~t bucket . of the over-
time period ;;t_nd added six free throws 
to secure the XU win. 
The overtime win wao;n't all roses 
for the Musketeers who lost Young 
after a hard intentional foul by Wil-
liams sent Young to the ground. A 
hairline fracture in'his wrist sidelined 
Young for the remainder of the A-1 O 
Tournament. 
While West carried the load jn 
ove_~time, it: w1:1~;.\.the play of senior 
Ke:\fin Frey and sophoinore Romain 
Sato, coupled with a plethora of free-
throw attempts,. that carried XU for 
most of the game .. ·. 
With West struggling early on 
(zero field-goal attempts in the first 
half and just six 'points in ~~gula- ' 
tion), Frey and Sato provided 
enough pomts to keep XU ·afloat. 
The duo combined for 17 of XU's 
21 first-half points. The Musketeers · 
shot just 17 .4 percent in the first half. 
Junior Lionel Chalmers and Young 
combined to go 0-15 from the field 
on the night. 
While the field-goal shooting 
didn't get much better, XU made 43 
trips to the free-throw line (making 
33) compared to UMass' 11. The dis-
crepancy was all Xavier needed to 
win the game. · 
· Sato finished with a game-high 
21 points, followed by Frey and West 
On Tap 
•Ba~eball vs. Tol~~o 
at·3 p.m. 
Saturday, Nlarch 16 
• Men's golf at El Diablo 
Invitational {Coral Springs, Fla.) 
at 8 a.m. 
•Rifle at NCAA Championships 
hosted by Murray State at 8 
a.m. 
•Baseball vs. Toledo 
at noon (DH) 
_ . · . NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANCiOLIA 
Senior forward Kevin Frey provided a much-needed scoring 
punch during t.he first half of XU'~ 65-:59 quarterfinal victory over 
UMass .. Frey hit a_season-high threethree-pointers and finished 
~ith 15 points. H~ also chipped in .11 ·points in XU's 73-60 win 
m the finals over Richmond. · 
with 15 and 14, respectively. 
XAVIER ~6, DAYTON 59 
The Xmen survived another cold 
first half by firing a blazing 73.1 
percent (14-19) from the field in the 
second half, to move past the Fly-
ers and into the title game. 
Dayton came outto an early 10-
2 lead, before the Muskies recov-
ered with~ 23-7 run. XU enjoyed a 
six-point halftime lead, 30-24, but 
allowed UD to fight back in the sec-
ond half anci found themselves tied 
• SL1n.day, March. 17 
• Men's golf at El Diablo 
Invitation.al {Coral Springs, Fla.) 
at 8 a.m. 
•Baseball vs. Toledo 
at noon 
•Men's basketball in NCAA 
Second Round {Dallas) at 4:15 
p.m. 
Home baseball games take 
place at Hayden Field · 
Home games are in bold. 
. '•' 
at 44 a piece with 12 minutes left. 
After a 2~-minute delay to fix 
the shot clock, the Musketeers re-
took the floor and used a 5-0 run 
minutes later to take control for 
good. 
West came up big in the second 
half, scoring 13 of his game-high 
21 points in the second half. He 
also added nine boards in the win-
ning effort. Sato followed West's 




. MEN'S BASKETBALL 
NCAA TOURNAMENT 
Friday, March 15 
at approximately 3 p.m. 
at the American Airlines 
Center in Dallas, Texas 
The Musketeers are back 
in the Big Dance for: the sec-
and-consecutive year. Let's 
hope their _tournament run 
lasts a little longer than last 
year's first-round exit. If they 
can knock off Hawaii, they 
will most likely do battle with 
the No. 2-seeded Oklahoma 
Sooners. Let'sgoX!!! 
THE xAVIERNEWSWIRE- · SPORTS 
· .. 1\~t1Jfk?i~$ QUJ~Slµgge~, b!7 · 
.. Bearcats, Austin Peay 
.· .. BY STEVE METZGER .. 
.. . .. . SportsW,r,ifer . ,, ..... , 
. Coirii11g'.9ffa topgr.foss· to.~ 
Indiana on. March. 5; the Mus~ • 
. keteers entered play fast week 
with a record oi4-7. • Facing· 
the University 'o(Cinciitnati 
··last Wed~e!lday and j\ustin. 
:Peay Stat~ University yester~ 
day, they dropped two more . 
. games and have now lostthree 
iri a row, holding' a recoi:d 'of 4-, 
9 for the season. 
The tw.o games scheduled 
for Saturday and Sunday vs. 
Western Michigan were can-
. celed because of the weather. 
CINCINNATI 15~XU 12 
. The. Musketeers. got . off to 
. . an impressi~e startWednesday 
·. at Johnny Bench Field,. but 
weremiable to hang ori for the 
victory. Freshman. shortstop 
Brett Smith provided the .ini-
. tial fireworks for Xavier in the 
first inning with· a grand slam 
to cap off a six-run inning. 
However, the Bearcats failed 
to roll over and die; over the 
next eight innings, they 
scratched their way to the win 
with timely hitting and capi-
talized on Xavier's costly field-
ing errors. 
Xavier starter freshman 
· ·Sean Finnegan lasted 4 1/3 in_. ·· . · ·. ·. . . ' · ··.. . ·. · • · ,c.;·, ·PHOTO touRffiv oF s10 
nirigs and was not involved in Senior outfielder Lucas Dines was in~~lved in one of X~'s fe~ bri~ht 
the decision. Cincinnati pro- moments yesterday as he made a d1vmg catch from his pos1t1on m 
vided some power of its bwn in . cen~er field during the seventh inning of XU's 18-4 loss to Austin Peay. 
the costly sixth inning. . . AUSTIN i>EAY18,.XU4 ·notmanypitcherswereuseddur-
The·score was 8-5 going into the On agioomyday at Hayden Field, ''' iri'g this glu~e, induding the sixth 
bottom of the sixth when Bearcat coach 'John Morrey sent his best 1 whenA'ustinPeay scored 6 more 
Aaron Moll hit a grand slam. When pitcher to the mound, junior Adam ·' - i:uns. · .. : . · 
the dust had settled on that inning; Jahnsen (5:14 ERA, 7.0 IP, 6 K, 0 ·· ' 'One' bright spot for the Mus-
the damage had been dolle with a BB) to face the Governors. · ketee.rs came in the· top of the 
six spot sitting on the scoreboard. With the game tied at two in the sixth foning when junior Mark 
Despite. a late~innings rally by. . bottom of the fourth, the Governors Andres hit a solo shot to right 
the Musketeers in the eighth and were able to put nine runs on the field. 
ninth, Cincinnati walked away with board on their way to an 18-4 rout · The team will be back in ac-
the win thanks .to the bottom of the of Xavier. · tion today at 3 p.m. against Mount 
seventh, where they scored four runs, In an attempt to conserve pitch_. St. Joseph at home. Beginning. 
three unearned. Junior Kevin ing for the game against Mount St. Friday, they will play four against 
Crowley was charged with the loss. . Joseph today and then a four-game · Toledo, including a doubleheader 
His record is now0-3. set with Toledo over the weekend, on Saturday at noon. 
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mately 3 p:m. · 
American Airlines 
Center 
XU and 10-seed Hawaii will Hawaii has been playing well 
meetforthefirsttitneduringthe lately, earning a bid to the 
NCAA Tournament's first.round NCAAs by winning the WAC 
· in Dallas during the afternoon Tournament last week. UH did 
session's second game. like this by defeating at-large tour-
Men: West named.All-American 
continued from page 12 
effort with 16 points and six boards. 
Chafmers posted six assists on the 
night, all coming in the second half. 
Facing a squad who is quickly 
becoming one of XU's biggest con-
ference rivals (i.e. post-game brawl), 
the Musketeers prevented. the Spi-
followed by his three-pointer, 
were more than enough to seal the 
deal against the suddenly inept 
Spiders. 
.. , XU, ·this will be Hawaii's second- . · ·ney· qualifier Tulsa for· the third 
consecutive appearance in the time this season, 73-59. This 
Big Dance,. but only its fourth in was made more significant be-
school history. last season, UH cause the conference tourna-
lost to Syracuse in Dayton in the ment was held on Tulsa's home 
. ders from extracting any measure of 
revenge. 
The M~sketeers, who won both 
of the teams' regular season meet-
ings, had never beaten Dayton three 
times in the same year. Richmond used 12 first-half 
points from Scott Ungerer to estab-
XAVIER 73, RICHMOND 60 lish a four-point halftime lead, 35-
Great players come up big when · 31. The Muskies rebounded with a 
it counts most, and XU's big man 12-0 run to take a 58-49 lead with 
can throw himself into that category. 11 minutes to go in the second half. 
West amassed a 17-point, 11-re- ·· Richmond .wasn't done. yet, 
bound double-double Ori the way to though, using a 9-0 run of their own 
the tournament's Most Outstanding to even the score. It would turn out 
Player award and anA-10 title. to be the·last offense the Spiders 
·West wasn't the 9nly Musketeer could produce. 
up to the challenge as Chalmers Xavier's defense limitl!d R~ch­
carrie through with his best gani1fof mond to just two points for the'test 
the tournament, by far. XU's floor·· , of the game, compliments of a pair 
general dropped a game-high 19 .. of technical foul free-throws by 
points (5-10 from downtown) on Ungerer after his neck had a meet-
Richmond while dishing out six as- ing with an elbow from Frey. 
sists. A pair of Chalmer's free throws 
Sato and Frey rounded out the 
double-digit scoring with 11 
points, a piece. Freshman Keith 
Jackson added seven points in 
the win.· 
ALL-AMERICAN 
West was named to the Asso-
ciated Press All-American Sec-
ond Team. It marks the highest 
honor ever received by a Muskie 
fromtheAP. 
XUradio broadcaster and all-
time leading scorer Byron Larkin 
was named to the· APThird Team ·· 
as a senior in 1988. 
West had already earned All~ 
American honors from three other 
national organizations ·this 
month. He was named as a Sec-
tourney's first round. court. 
The 'Bows are led by senior Hawaii has defeated tourney 
guard Predrag Savovic, whose teams Wisconsin and Georgia, 
brother, Bohan, is a starter for although they were both attour-
Ohio State's basketball team. naments hosted by the War-
The 6-6 senior averages· 20.0 riors. UH has a weak strength 
ppg and is one of four Warriors of schedule rating (123) and 
who shoots at least .380 from was rated 27th in the RPI, com-
three-point range. As a team, pared to XU's 14th. 
UH shoots .3138 from beyond Since the Rainbow Warriors 
the arc. like XU's David West, just entered the ESPN/USA To-
Savovic was the Most Valuable day Coaches Poll on Sunday at 
Player of his conference tourna- · No. 24, the XU/UH match up will 
ment. be the only first-round game in 
Sophomore Carl English the tournament featuring two 
chips in at 15.7 ppg while 6-10 ranked teams. 
classmate Haim Shimonovich The winner will face the Okla-
leads the team in rebounding homa/lllinois-Chicago victor on 
at 6.6 rpg. Sunday,· March 17. · 
ond Team All-American by the 
USBWA (United States Basketball 
· ~Writers Association) and a Third 
Team All-American by the NABC 
(National Association of Basketball 
Coaches). He is also on the 16-
member All-American team se-
lected by collegeinside.r.co.m. 
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Goodbye··.··Pbilly,·•.·hetlo/Dayto:n. 
Tourney host possibilities are enqless-withSpectrum o·ut of picture 
BY MATT MILLER on a trial basis. UD and XU, only noth.ing t.o help improve thy · 
Sports ~ditor an hour•'.away, "clearly possess the .. · conference's, prpfite: :Everi ·worse;· 
With XU's 73-60 victory over top fan 'support in the Atlantic 10. · ··· the SpeCtrum i.s''acros~ the parking · 
Richmond in the Atlantic 10 Cham- Dayton, even in down years, of- lot from the six year-old First Union 
pionship game, the conference's ten sells out its 13,455-seathome, Center where the NBA's Sixers 
14-year run in Philadelphia came .. ·while XU draws ~0,250 'to the . play. .. 
to a merciful end. Cintas Center for nearly.every home · With the. tournament ouf of 
For at least the nexttwo seasons, game. · Philadelphia, the conference now · . 
after playing first-round games at The issue with the tournament appears willing t() look at other 
campus sites, the remaining teams being held in Ohio is whether these sites, making the po~sibilities end-
will convene atDayton's UD Arena, two schools' fans can support the less. . · . .. . . · PHorocouRTESYOFMCICENTER.coM 
. which is being renovated. in prepa~ ... tourn.ey with Jittle. help. fi:om. the . The Atlantic lQ shquld look.at · :. With the conference tournament. leaving the .spectrum, -hopefully 
ration for next year's tournament. other schools' fans. new arenas.around the conference's for good, the AtlanticJO has plenty.of options for future . 
With two-thirds of the A-lO's The next closest school is region, inclvding Boston's_ Fl_eet tournaments, including a possible appearance at the MCI Center 
teams within a few hours of the At- Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, Center and.D~C.'s MCI Center.· . · (above) in the nation's capital. 
lantic Ocean, the conference has and the Dukes are not known for Certainly, the XU athletic depart- · · ·. · · · · · 
always been adversely affected by having a rabid fan base. ment would be excited to be given town areria recently hosted C~nfer~ · only a limited number of years; XU 
an east coast bias. Head coaches, XU and UD don't have· that the opportunity to host the tourna- ence USA and brC>ugh~ in nearly fans must take advantage of this 
notably Temple's John Chaney, are much work to do to equal or sur~ ment, although the conference may 16,000 fansforboth the semifinals opportunity and show their support 
already complaining about moving pass the attendance figures from the be turned off by the Cintas Center's· and championship game. for the conference and the Mu.skies. 
the tournament out of their back- Spectrum, the tournament's home relatively small capacity (although The move to Dayton is clearly a With a strong attendance show-
yard and into the midwest. for the last six seasons. the arena would have been able to step in the right direction. The A- ing during the next two tourn~" 
·The A-10 has finally shown the An announced crowd .of only hold this year's championship 10 appears unlikely to return to the· ments, the Atlantic JO may consider 
guts to stand up to the east coast 10, 111 attended the XU~Richmond game crowd). . . Spectrum and must not do· so if if Ohio as a possible site for future 
powers and has decided to try a new final on Saturday. · · If capacity is an issue, the A-10 . wishes to be mentioned with the tourneys . 
. venue for next season's tourney. Playing in front of sparse crowds could investigate another arena in nation's othertop conferences;. 
The move makes sense, at least and in a run-down arena has done town; Firstar Center .. This down- With the tournament nearby for 
ATLANTIC 10 TOURNAMENT 
West Side is 
the best side 
BY MATT MILLER 
Sports Editor 
A pair of upsets in the A-10 
Tournament's quarterfinal round 
left the· top four teams from the 
conference's West division as the 
only remaining teams. 
Dayton, the West's third seed, 
had dismantled Rhode Island in the 
first round, but had lost to St. Joe's 
by two during the' school's lone 
meeting this season in Philly. 
The Flyers avenged that loss and 
defeated the Hawks with relative 
ease, 81-74, to advance to their 
third meeting. of the season with 
XU. 
On the bracket's other side, La 
Salle pounded Fordham by 20, 83-
63, before facing the East's top seed, 
Temple, in the quarterfinal$. 
Despite having beaten them ear-
lier in the season, history was 
against the Explorers toppling TU. 
Since joining the conference in 
1982-83, the Owl.s had adva'!ced 
to the tournament's semifinal round 
every year - an amazing run of 
consistency. La Salle, on the other 
hand, had never advanced to the 
semis. 
One night after scoring a career-
high 27 points, freshman Mike 
Cleaves went one point better as 
La Salle pulled off the upset of the 
tournament by beating Temple, 72-
66. . 
With the West top seeds, XU and 
Richmond, advancing as well, the 
tourney's semifinals featured the 
top four teams from the West bat-
tling for the A-lO's automatic bid 
to the NCAA Tournament. 
The seeding held from there as 
XU was able to beat UD and UR for 
the third time apiece and take the 
conference's automatic bid. 
With the Muskies taking the au-
tomatic bid, the Atlantic 10 was 
held tojust one NCAA Tournament 
bid for the first time since the 1989-
90 season . 
. In a transition year for the con-
ference, only four coaches re-. 
mained. iti the A:IO from th~ previ- · · 
ou~ year. ··This ,season became a 
learning experience for allcoaches 
involved, but the .overall. coaching. 
level has clearly improved from last 
season. 
The A-10 did lead the way to 
the National Invitational Tourna-
ment; though, as it sent a tourney~ 
high five teams to the "other" 
postseason tournament. 
Temple, St. Joseph's, Dayton, St. 
Bonaventure. and Richmond were 
all asked to participate in the NIT. 
SJU traveled to George Mason 
last night, but won easily, 73-64. 
Tonight, Dayton hosts the De-
troit Titans and Richmond wel-
comes Wagner, while St. 
Bonaventure heads to· the Carrier 
Dome to face Syracuse. 
On Thursday night; Temple will 
play at Fresno State. 
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Commencement Countdown 2002 
' . ' 
•. ·.··. F. od 
··· · free 0 .. · · 
.. Keepsake Gift. 
~(!} rvtd20 
JV 00/V to-7. ·OO?-ff//. 
. VVin a Cruis 
Palrn p·1 e, 
· I Ot S 
· · Raffle · 
· ' r. VVeek 
Package 
. (j>~ (l~'(j}J./ZcUtl/Sb~ 
. . .. . . ~... . . . . . ~..' . ·. . . ·• . ' . . . ' . 
Purchase Caps and· Gowns . . .I ··' .')';; ~x_:·;· ,
1
:; Check out XU Graduate Programs · 
Order Gradu.ation Announcements ·. ,,. ·. · ···· Learn about Alumni Services 
Select your Class Ring Sign up for Senior Retreat 
Check.your Bursar bi.ll ·. · · . Obtain Career Information 
· Verify your GradW9tiori With Registrar ·Identify Service, Action Options 
. ' . - .. - . ' ' . . . . . •. -. - . 
Complete Exit Interview· with fin.a·ocial Aid; ·' . , -: : Complete Perkins: Loan Exit Interview 
. - . ~ - ... . _: . ' . . . . .· : ... : ' ' . . ' ,- ' . . . : . ' " ' . .· ' . ; ~' . - ·. . . 
Have Graduation Portraittaken .. Leave a "Senior Legacy" 
. 
Buy a Senior Week Package 
.. 
Sponsored by Xavier's National Alumni Associatio11 in coll!Jbor~tion . 
,,· ' ...... 
with. the Senior Year Experience Committee · . 
00 
.0 
The Fastest Mf?SI Protessio11a/ Off.:.Airpott Parking 
Spring llreak Special 
% . . 
. . · Top 5 reasons to use Airport Fast Park 
· · this spring break . · 
5} Easy- Van picks you up at your car 
and delivers you to the terminal. 
. 4) Safe-Personnet an duty 24 hrs. rp:.-;AiRPQiif 1 
. . . Completely fenced, and monitored •. 1 ~· . . · . I 
. 3}· Fast.~ Atyour terminal in 1 · P.I\. 'Fast.-Park. 1 
·. 3ta·5min. I ~1:'% I 
· 2} Free an·site car assistance, 24 hrs. I ~,;,;;;;;;, oFF I 
1• Great Deal ~a111:1 I.JI:% I www .. airportfastpark.com I 
I · J tJi If' Ii l:.il 0 I Not valid with f P Program or any other otter. Based on lull rate of I 
.(859} 689-7569 
www.airportfastpark.·cam 
$7 .25 pu day. One coupon per stay. Valid only In Cincinnati. 
.. 
Coupon Expires 7-31·02. · I 
--------------.r · Directions: From ·downtown Cincinnati~ take l-71fl5 South to 1-275 West, lake 
Exit 4A. At the first stop sign you will see 
our signs. 
-!.-
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A Private Choice. A Secret Bu:rden. 
**This letter appears exactly as it was mailed to Planned Parenthood. :The.name has been changed fo protect the author.** 
Planned Parenthood Association of Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky 
2314 Aubtirn Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219 
December 1, 2000 
Dear Administrator: 
Twelve years ago I walked into your clinic and had an abortion. I was ten weeks pregnant. You told me that I would.feel cramping and to 
take a day or two off work. You said that! would have my whole life to have.babies, that now wasn't such a good time .. Did you think.having a . 
baby would be worse than the hell that I feel? 
After the procedure, I stood up and saw a large garbage can full of paper towels, blood; and fetuses. , Do you have any idea how 
devastating that is? 
Never in my life have I had another doctor that didn't say, "If you have any questions or problems, call me," Not so much as· a pamphlet 
was given to me to explain how lwould feel. Nobody told me that I would have morning sickness for seven days after the abortion .. No one told 
me that I would experience depression, insomnia, and thoughts of suicide. I thought you had a women's best interestsjn mind. ·I thought you 
were pro-choice. When did visiting hell become a choice? What kind of choice is that? I was eighteen years old, damn it! I thought you were 
·going to help me! You let women down, just like the men who abandon pregnant women. · . .. 
No follow-up care, no counseling; just memories of a bloody garbage can and a nurse who pointed to the sonogram and said, "See, it's 
nothing." ·Pro-choice is not liberating for women. Abortion cuts us to our very soul. It leaves. us with feelings of grief, shame~ and· guilt. Just like 
rape. 
I hate the lies you tell us: "It's a simple and quick procedure'' ... "It's over quickly." I am writing to say that twelve years is not quick! It 
is an eternity to grieving women. It is never over. Mourning your child's death never ends. Some days it's just less painful. 
I do not blame you. It was my choice. As afraid and desperate as I felt before, the abortion was a "walk in the park" compared to the hell I -
felt afterwards. 
My great wish is for you to stop abortions. If you can't do that, then at the very least tell the truth. Tell women it is painful. Tell women 
they will grieve their child. Tell them they will reach the depths of hell before they can forgive themselves. 
Sincer~~y, 
.~.4erd4 
Ms. Madeline Lewis 
To .learn more about how to help a friend oryourself come hear from H.E.A.R.T. (Helping & Educating in Abortion Related Trauma) 
March 21st at 7:30pm In Alter 218 · · 
Local resources for recovery' for pregnancy loss due to abortion for women, men & teens'. 
H.E.A.R.T. 469-6565 **All calls confidential. Counselors are 
Pregnancy Care · · 9.61-Z77l .available fo m.eet one on one' at Xavier or 
Pregnancy Center West 244-5700 at a neutral location .• 
SUMMER IN MAINE 
Males and females. 
Meet new friends! Travel! 
Teach your favorite activity. 
*Tennis *Swim 
*Canoe . *Sail 
*Water Ski *Ropes 
*Gymnastics *Theatre 
*Silver Jewelry *Radio 
*Roller Hockey *Riding 
*Copper Enameling 
*Landsports and more. 
June to August. Residential. 
Enjoy our website. Apply on line 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls: 
1-800-997-434 7 
www.tripplakecamp.com 
CAMP T AKAJO for Boys: 
1-800-25 0-8252 
www.camptakajo.com 
The bciin is real. There is helv. There is life after ·an abortion. 
Letter reprinted with permission 
Sponsored by )(avier University Students for Life 
Gallagher Center 
Employment Opportunity 
· We are now accepting applications for positions in the food service operations at the 
Gal~~gher Center opening soon. Take advantage of the many benefits offered with these. 
pos1t10ns: · · 
• Free meals while 'Yorking 
• Flexible work schedules that fit into a student's busy life 
• Competitive wages .. . · .. · 
• Convenience in getting to work because we are located on campus . 
• Incentive program: for students who return in the fall2002 semester 
• Signing bonus pot~mtial . 
• Possible summer employment at other Sodexho Iocatfons 
Come and_join the fun staffitj a beautiful new facility and see what Iggy's, Scoops n 
Scones, Victory Perk and Burger King ar~_all about. · · 
If _Y~U are inte~ested, P.lease ·apply at the dining service office located at t4e Hoff Student 
Dmmg Room m the Cmtas Center by March 8, 2002; · · · · · 
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Xavier Action Volunteer Calendar 
Are you looking for service opportunities? Xavier Action, the university's community service 
network, receives numerous requests .for students to perform service every day. · H interested in any 
of. the following service projects, you may contact the. agencies directly or contact Xavier Action at 
745-4343 or xaction@xu.edu for·more information • 
. Evanston Van Service If you are interested in doing 
consistent community service, Xavier Action erzcouragesyou to consider the 
Evanston van . . The Evanston van picks you up to peiform communit;y ,,.(', 
service at four tutoring sites in the Evanstor.J, communiry. The van runs ~  
every MonrJ,ay through Friday from 2 p. nz· to ~P= 11J. For more 
information, pick· up times and locations; and the:·.$ites available, call Xavier Action at 745~ 
4343.or emailus at xaction@xu:edu! 
We're coming to see you ... 
. . . 
· In. the coming month,· Xavier Action will be visiting 
· clubs around campus in order to provide information 
about the_ new_ Evanston ~n program, Communiry 
Action Day and our other exciting projects .. If you are 
... • .. intere~ted ~n having Xavier AFtion come speak to your 
club, give us a call or email us. 
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AVAILABLE SUMMER I FALL 2002 
.TEN MINUTE 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
BRAND NEW POOL TABLE IN BASEMENT 
6 BDRM HOUSE ON HUDSON $300 EACH PERSON - IF LEASED BY 6 OCCUPANTS 
RELAXING FRONT PORCH LARGE BACKYARD 
RENTAL OFFICE LO<:ATED 
. AT 1750 CLENEAY 
731-2800 OR 615-4091 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
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A Bright Future Is Sm_~be Free 
• 
Calltbe 
XU Tobacco Risk Reduction Program 
. at 7 4~1599 . 
. ~. f(tr infhrma1ion about s111oki11~ or how i., unit 
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'i:'ri,~l<6®6neb6~~r.o~ .. 
.. · .. ·inako®northlaf'ldWl.corn· 
at 
Kenwood· Towne Centre 
GRADUATION IS APPROACHING! 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW AT THE AREA'S NEWEST 
AND ONLY ALL SUITES HOTEL! 
SUITES AT XAVIER SPECIAL RATE STILL AVAILABLE 
$75 I $85 
Built in 2001, our hotel features: 




Superior studio suites with Queen or two Double.beds 
One bedroom suites with King bed 
In-Room Kitchens or Kitchenettes 
Complimentary In-Room High Speed Internet 
RESERVATIONS: 513-93~-0525 
Located at Exit 12: 
5900 ~ast Galbraith Road on back side of Kenwood .Towne Cenu·e 
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Andrew Burashko, a classical 
pianist, will perform for the Xavier 
Classical Piano Series on March 24 
at 2:30 p.m. in the Bethesda Foun-
dation Auditoriuin. 
Tickets are $19 and $17. For 
more information, call 745-3161. 
CCMupdate 
The University of Cincinnati 
. College-Coriservatory of Music 
welcomes Ben Cameron, executive 
director of Theatre Communica-
tions Group on March 26 at 5:30 
p.m. in Robert J. Werner Recital Hall 
as part of the Joan Cochran 
Rieveschl Series on Issues in the 
Arts. He will lead a discussion en-
titled ''New Times, New Challenges 
- The Arts in a New Century." 
Please don't tell 
Don't Tell Anna, Xavier's 
improv comedy show, is being per-
formed on March 15 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Kelly Auditorium. 
Admission is $2. For more in-
formation, visit the Web site at 
www.laugh.at/DontTellAnna. 
ETC is searching 
The Ensemble Theatre of Cin-
cinnati is looking for member!) for 
its 2002-2003 Acting Intern Com-
pany. ETC offers professional train-
ing in acting, directing, drama" 
turgy, design and technology, stage 
management and theater adminis-
tration. 
Acting Intern Company appli-
cations are available at Ensemble 
Theatre of Cindnnati, 1127 Vine 
St. For more information, call 421-
3555. 
New ETC play 
Playhouse in the Park presents 
the regional premiere of "Barbara's 
Blue Kitchen," running from March 
23-April 28. 
Tickets are on sale now. · Pric'es · 
range from $35-$43, depeding on 
day and seat location. For more 
information, call 345-2242. 
Dayton art institute 
The 2002 Regional Artists Gal-
lery will feature artists working in 
many mediums including photog-
raphy, works on paper and paint-
ing. The exhibition is open and 
runs through May 26. 
The galleries are open from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. For more informa-
tion,. call 937-223-5277. 
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Rentade classic fails 
"TIME MACHINE". CAN'T COMPETE WITH NOVEL OR 1960'5 FILM VERSION 
BY KELLIE OCiANOWSKI 
Contributing Writer 
More than 100 years ago, sci-
ence fiction novelist H.G. Wells 
wrote The Time Machine, story of a 
scientist obsessed with the concept. 
oftime travel. When he finally cre-
ates a machine capable of trekking 
both backward and forward through 
time, he disappointedly finds past 
events are controlled by the un-
changeable force of fate and the 
future holds a nightmarish evolu-
tion of the human race. 
As the directorial debut of 
highly-acclaimed animation artist 
Simon Wells (great nephew of the 
former Wells), this is the second film 
production of the classic story. 
to change the past. 
After four years 
of isolation and ob-. 
session, Alexander 
succeeds with an 
elaborate machine 
that can transport 
him to any moment 
in time he wishes to 
see. Yet, when he 
· finally gets to the 
past, tragedy only 
repeats itself and 
Alexander is left 
haunted by the 
question of why he 
cannot change . the 
past. 
Heartbroken and 
While it has incredible special ef- dis i 11 u s i on e d , . Guy Pearce fights off a Morlock trying to get his money back for this movie. 
fects and raises important ques- Alexander ciog- . 
tions about the limits of scientific gedly pursues the 
advancement. and human nature, answer to his question, except this they used to be, either. Eight hun-
this version fails to have the same time in the future. When a bump in dred thousand years of evolution 
impact as its predecessor and lacks the road knocks. him out cold, has resulted in two new species of 
originality in Alexander ·Homo sapiens: the peaceful Eloi 
a genre that 'is hurtled and the cannibalistic, under-
has been beg- 8 0 0 , 0 0 0 ground-dwelling Morlocks. Luck~ 
ging for a years into ily, Alexander is found by Eloi 
movielesspre- the future. beauty Mara (Samantha Mumba) 
dictable and · New York . who cares for him and, of course, 
less mundane. City isn't falls in love with the mysterious 
Alexander quite what it traveler. Just when things are go-
H art deg e n used to be, ing well for our hero, the Mor locks 
(Guy Pearce) is t h o u g h , come and break up the budding ro-
an eccentric, since it has mance by snatching Mara and tak-
h ands om e, been born- ing her to tli'eir underground world;• 
and charming barded with Will Alexander go back to the past 
· Columbia University science pro- . pieces of. the. moon, continental:" and live the rest of his life comfort-
fessor determined to invent some- shifting, and another Ice Age. 
thing great. This determination · And humans aren't quite what 
ably knowing he cannot conquer 
fate, or will he try to rescue his new 
love and change the future instead? 
to be an incredible film (the 1960 
version is proof of this), the new 
production fails to be anything 
more than a cheesy sci-fi flick., Both 
Pearce and Mumba do as much as 
possible with their one-dimen-
sional roles, but are unable to sal-
vage a weak screenplay. The dia-
logue is trite and the frequent pep-
pering of cliched humor conflicts 
with the serious nature of the story. 
The special effects are absolutely 
breathtaking, especially the world's 
multi-millennial evolution in fast 
forward. ·· 
. The bottom line: check-out the 
. book at your library or pick up the 
1960 movie versi.on - use ·your ' 
. imagination for the. effects. · 
.. 
turns into desperation by a personal. 




Marcus Garvey still 
inspires music and listeners 
N 
Marcus Garvey is a national 
hero in Jamaica for his work after 
WWI. He formed the Universal Ne-
gro Improvement Association in 
1914 and later moved to Harlem. 
· Out of his headquarters there he 
.lead a movement that fought for the 
rights of African-Americans every-
where. He fought colonialism and 
racism and left behind a platform 
of justice and pride for African-
Americans. 
He is the inspiration for this clas-
sic album by Burning Spear, re-
leased in· 1976, ·lOO ·years after· 
Garvey's birth. They pay tribute to 
the great man's life and message 
with songs of hope and freedom. 
They draw from the history of sla-
very that has plagued Afro-Ameri-
0 ' , New Releases O ...... .. 
The following discs are due for release on or before March 12 ... 
B2K, /z Hot! (Epic) ... , The Corrs, VHJ presents ... Live in Dublin 
(Lava/ Atlantic) ... Dead Sexy, And Now you Know (End) ... Indigo Girls, 
Become You (Epic) ... The Maroons, You' re going to Ruin Everything (In 
Music We Trust) ... Jars of Clay, The Eleventh Hour (EssentiaVSilvertone) 
... Dave Mathews Orchestra, Hey Duke (Milestone) ... N.E.R.D., In Search 
of(Virgin) ... Ken Navarro, Slow Dance (Shanachie) 
... all dates are tentative. 
C L A S S' c··. 
cans for centuries. In "Slavery 
Days," they ask the listener: "Do 
you remember the days of slavery?" 
many times. The best thing for 
people is to know their past so that. 
they can control their history. They 
beg the listeners to remember the 
pain and torment of their past so 
they have .motivation to rise up 
through the almighty and love. Ev-
ery song is an homage to the past, a 
past that is all too similar to the 
present. · 
They are also easy to listen to 
..:..;.the slow click~and-click pace of 
this reggae music is like being on a 
beach when the ocean's waves 
"shoosh" in every so often. There 
are strong sustained horns, soft-
hearted flutes and th.e chang-i-
Thursday, March J4· 
Warrant 
@Annie's 
Friday, March 15 
Edwin McCain 
@Bogart's 
chang rhythm. The tone is somber, 
noble, reminiscent, and undeniably 
spiritual. In '~Live Good" they 
chant, "Try my best to live good. 
Yes, yes, yes ... " to a slow rhythm 
that tickles you to move, sway and 
nod like it's a natural habit. Indeed, 
it is hard not to throughout the al-
bum. 
- Jonathan Bachmeyer, 
Contributing Writer 
Saturday, March 16 
The Stapletons 
@ Cody's Cafe 
Monday, March 18 
NikkaCosta 
@Bogart's 
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Sci-fl horror fails again 
"RESIDENT EVIL" PROVES THE RULE THAT VIDEO GAMES NEVER WORK AS MOVIES 
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER century. Take. out the interactive 
Diversions Editor feature of any. video game and all 
·There is a stark difference be- . you've got is another generic 
tween sci-fi horror films that bee premise fora film. 
come Classics arid those which be- "Resident Evil" serves as a 
come jokes. The classics are inno~ prequel to the video game series, 
vative and lack. cliches (e.g., ' as it tells the story behind the 
"Aliens"). The others are polluted · strange mansion and the Iaborato-
with generic sets and stereotypical ·ries underneath. Fans of the game 
characters who make bold state- may remember how the first install-
ments. like, ."When I get outta here, -ment opens with heroine Jill Val-
I'm gonna get laid." "Resident entine stumbling across the myste-
Evil" is the latter. rious mansion. 
"Resident Evil'; is a film based .. Drawing on new characters, the 
on ·the wildly popular and terrify~ fiim follows a group of soldiers who 
ing video .. - · ·- journey deep 
game series into a secret 
that 'debuted. lab to un--
in the mid- cover ex-
'90s. If any- actly why 
one had done· the defense 
their research, c om p u t er 
they would (affectionatly 
have . con- referred to as 
eluded that the "Red 
films like this Queen") shut 
don't work. down the fa-
Remem ber cility and 
"Super Mario Brothers the Movie" killed all its inhabitants. 
or"Street Flghter?" Of course you The facility is called"the hive," 
don't - they are among perhaps and is"owned by Umbrella Corpo-
the least memorable films of the ration, a faceless empire who has 




c;omes upfor light 
This is Dilated's second effort 
- a follow-up to the underground 
debut hit album. So far it has borne 
the single "Worst Comes to Worst" 
with an infectious guitar riff and 
upright lyrics of friendship. It re-
ally represents the glue that holds 
this crew of MC's 'together: "Got 
my target locked and range/ I 
switch gears, but first I switch lanes/ 
without my people, I got nothin' to 
gain ... " These.lines are among 
many in the song which attest to 
the strength of their crew. 
Besides boasting about their 
crew, the Dilated People's quest to 
attest doesn't stop until they rec-
ognize "world wide peoples all over 
the earth." To me, this shows a spe-
cial social consciousness that can 
be promising from a crew (i.e Tribe 
Called Quest, Beastie Boys). This 
is most evident in track 13 called 
"War"(produced by Questlove from 
The Roots), a solq~drum march put 
to an intense poem: "War is blind-
ing and war is roar/ war is getting 
picked off storming the shore ... war 
is suffering/ war is bluffing/ what 
is war good~ for? Abs'olutely 
nothing." To be sure, the Peoples 
are not only in it for the money 
-- they have something to say. 
- Beyond their message for so-
ciety (which doesn't nearly rep-
resent their Whole thrust for this 
. album), their music is.pretty darn · 
good.: It took me a few times to. 
. understand their appeal; but it 
eventually came to me that their 
niche is for purist DJ's. They are 
here to blaze a unique path in 
the underground world of beat 
junkies, for better or worse. 
Originality is the aim - they · 
refuse to follow. This is clear 
throughout the album. 
I have listened to enough rap 
to recognize what should be ap-
preciated. Here, their scratching 
is usually super (tracks 9 and 15), 
their sampling can be feverishly 
sweet (tracks 2, 7, 8, 15, 16) and 
the lyrics are good. However, 
each of these areas can falter from 
song to song. For example, "Live 
on Stage" has a borderline ob-
noxious chorus and so does 
"Night Life." Their attempt at 
originality fails here where it 
succeeds · m other songs. One 
more thing that is tough on the 
ears is the length. Sometimes 
they won't kill the song until the 
fith minute. That's fith minutes 
of the same damn hook over and 
over. It takes a great hook for 5 
minutes - especially in rap. 
This is why it gets three stars and 
not five. 
- Jonathan Bachmeyer, 
Contributing Writer 
be~n dabbling in illegal genetic which are two-dim·en-
research. As the team journeys fur- sional and stereotypical. 
ther into the hive, the horror and There is the strong-willed 
scope of the research is revealed. African-American nian 
.Survival quickly becomes the real and the tough as nails 
challenge. They have three hours jock girl, to name a couple. 
to get back to the surface before Milla Jovovich's charac-
. they are locked in forever. As. the ter, Alice, generates no 
details su~rounding the incident emotion whatsoever. 
unfold, it becomes a battle of physi- There isn't much more to 
cal and mental strength. these characters than the 
It's hard. to imagine anyone un- surface. They are at their . 
familiar with the video games de- most exciting when get-
riving ~nY,.~~tisfaction from "Resi- ting mauled by creatures 
· dent Evil.'" The script crams ele- from the hive. Who cares 
men ts from all three games into 100 if they die? There was no 
minutes, which results in a cluttered attachment to begin with. 
and,random story for the casual There is one good 
observer. · · · thing to say about "Resi-
Also unappealing is the generic dent Evil:" it has it's fair 
quality of the film. The computer share of suspense and 
animation for what is supposed to cheap thrills. A1:1diences 
be a terrifying creature (the licker, will jump out oft.heir seats several 
for· game fans) is laughable, not to times (much like the game) as the 
mention a super computer complete group explores the infested and un-
with a working understanding of predictable hive. That is, until they 
the English language. The sets are get accustomed tQ when to expect 
plain and uninspiring, and some of _ it. 
the death scenes are hilarious in When all is said and done, "Resi-
their absurdity (it's amazing how dent Evil" is mostly for fans of the 
lasers can slice and dice these days). video game. They will delight in 
Then there are the characters, the special references just for them. 
March 11, 2002 
_:ACROSS 
1.Swollen· 
.6 .. See.~to.~··· 
'9.'Annual ho.rse race 
14. Liquid from a kidney 
15. River In central Russia 
16. Great grandmother of King David 
17. A one celled organism 
19. More unwell 
20. Huts where monks prayed 
21. State North of CT 
22; Denial 
23. Use an Interior designer 
24. Accessory for a coverlet 
26. Plural ending In Hebrew words 
28. Anarchists 
33. City on the Rio Grande 
37. Set to a duty 
38. Name meaning "Gift of Isis" 
39. Chestnut clam 
43. Beast of burden 
45. Immature egg cell of an ovary 
46. Crowning achievements 
52. Latin origin prefix 
53. Shortest distance between two 
points 
54. Cards dealt 
57. Before noon 
59. '.'I'll be home tonight __ 1 O!" 
60. Woven wools 
63. Four stringed musical Instrument 
65. Ground plan· of' a· railroad 
68. __ a happy note 
69. "What's up_· _?" 
70. Anglospermous plant 
71. These held up flowers 
72. First man In. Scandinavian myth 
73. Sour look 
1. Old boat 
2. Russian lake 
3. Hydrous silicate of aluminum 
12. Name of movie horror 
series 
· 13~ Novlce 
18. Slang for "radical" 
25. Non continental state 
26. Relating to the hipbone 
27. Western Italy marble city 
29. In case 
30. Shortening brand 
31. All (musical) 
32. Dutch painter Jan 
34. Coarse file 
35. To perform a duty 
36. Yellow metal In heraldry 
40. Musical note 
COURTESY OF SCREEN GEMS 
Also, they will be the only viewers 
who can truly appreciate the end-
ing, which probably won't make 
sense for those who didn't play 
"Resident Evil 3: Nemesis."· 
In the meantime, sci-fi horror 
continues to struggle, especially 
when anchored by an idea designed 
for interactive video game play. 
4. What a problem foot may be 41. and pro 55. Plant bristle 
5. Tractor brand 
6. Father of the phonograph 
7. "It had to be __ • 
8. Tangle up 
9. A mammal, e.g. 
10. Italian snack 
11. Depression in a mountain range 
42. Scholarly 
44. Education degree 
47. Ski maneuver 
48. "Clash of the 
49. Faucet choice 
50. Las Vegas home state 
51. Comic routine 
56. Penuries 
57. Latin hellos 
58. Coln producer 
61.Art __ 
62. Ice-crystal precipitation 
64. Lyric poem 
66. Spanish plural article 
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March 13 
Can you believe the semester 
· is almost over? It is. Just a week · 
and a half until spring break and 
then when we get back, there's 
only one more month. After that, 
I'll be a junior, and you know how 
quickly that year slides by. So in 
all actuality, I may as well be a se- · 
nior. Therefore, I think it should 
be acceptable if l start my senior 
slump right now. I'm almost done. 
Last week, we were introduced 
to the International Tea Hour at the 
Romero Cent~r. This week is 
equally as ground-breaking and 
earth-shaking as the Romero Cen-
ter is proud to bring you Interna-
tional Bread Hour. Choose your 
favorite pain today from 3:30 p.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. You don't knead any 
dough to go. Cost, as always, is 
free. I happen to enjoy wheat bread 
myself. 
Calendar Boy Eric Cartman 
would be in Hella-Heaven this 
week if he were around Xavier's 
Campus. It's National Earth and 
Food Week and Xavier is pulling 
out all the stops. Today you can 
go down to the O'Connor Sports 
Center and eat food from around 
the globe. I am willing to bet 
Cartman can call your mom a 
b!#$@ in as many languages as 
there is food represented. 
Sir William Herschel discovered 
Uranus on this date a long time 
ago. Yet, the repercussions on the 
world of fourth-grade comedy · 
continue to this day. 
What if there were multiple 
Cartmans? Would they be 
Cartmen? 
Help Wanted 
Summer day camp located . 
north of Cincinnati is hiring coun-
selors. All necessary training pro-
vided, great hours, excellent pay 
and fun summer experience. Call 
Amandaat(513) 772-5888 ext. 204. 
Great summer job. Childcare and 
housekeeping in Hyde Park home! 
Prefer education major & recent 
model car. Call 321-8196. 
Summer day camp counselors 
needed in Cincinnati - Weekdays 
9:30 a.m.-3 :30 p.m .. Outdoor pro-
gram needs male group counse-
lors, swimming instructors, 
drama and singing, maintenance, 
riflery and other activity leaders. 
Camp session: June 17- July 26. 
Pre-camp work available in May. 
Call Camp Wildbrook at 513-931-
2196. 
Sitter needed for my four-year 
old daughter. Responsible, non-
smoker to work with our family 
for 2-3 years. Flexible schedule, 
occasional evenings, summer 
hours. Call 677-5093. Refer-
ences required. 
Seasonal employment starting 
in April. Data entry, mail sorting. 
All shifts and weekends, $9.25 
and up. Excel Staffing, 1834 Dana 
Ave. 351-9402/fax: 351-9416. 
For Rent 
Houses for rent. Easy walk to 
campus. Equipped and all with off-
s tre et parking. 885 Clinton 
Springs: 7 BR/ 3 1/2 bath; 2550 
. 
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March 14 
The NC double A (is it really 
faster to say it that way?) Tour-
nament begins today at noon. 
Cease and d.esist from anything 
resembling homework, unless 
you count filling in brackets as 
such. 
Speaking of "madness," it's 
National Pi Day. Don't see the 
movie. It'll mess you up. 
'Tis truly a terrific basketball 
day. The High School Hoops Re-
gional Semifinals begin today at 
the 'Tas. Tickets normally run 
about $S. · 
I wouldn't want to be a bulle- . 
tin board at this school. It seems 
to me the odds of being lit on 
fire are pretty high. Apparently, 
I wouldn't want to be a piece of 
fruit either. The stakes could be 
pretty intense. Come hear Jim 
Hoyer speak today on 
agroterrorism over hyaw. 
Do you remember how Mr. 
Garrison's class only learned 
about pop culture? Well, the 
idea has spread. Come. to the 
10th floor of Schott today from 
1 p.m. to 2:15 p.m. to learn about 
Campus Cultures. 
Dave Pallone is speaking to-
day at 8 p.m. in the Conaton 
Board Room. 
Beef cake! BEEF. CAKE! 
FRIDAY 
March 15 
It may sound like the name of 
someone from the superstars of the 
M ed::En Wrestling Federation, but 
the men's golf team really is playing · 
El Diablo in Florida today. 
Beware the Tide in March. I'm 
· no soothsayer, but Alabama is one 
dandy of a team. Xavier isn't so 
bad themselves. Watch these two 
play in the NCAA Tourney today. 
Xavier's game starts at 3 p.m. 
This month is Women's Herstory 
Month.· Although Cartman might 
tell the average female to get in the 
kitcheh and bake hifu some pie, I am 
quite'a bit more sensitive. I am in 
. communication with my feminine 
side. Thus I invite all you ladies 
out there to give me a call and we 
· can talk about all those issues so . 
pertinent to women such as pil-
low fights, breaking nails and get-
ting the right to vote~ 
Remember Mike Super? 
Wasn't he great? Now you can 
relive all of the magic ... literally. 
Tom Nugent presents his magic 
show today at 1425 Sycamore St. 
at8p.m. 
The Ethics Religion/Society 
group is sponsoring a talk today 
from 8: 30' a.iir 'ti) 'noon af the . 
Vernon Manor Hotel. Today's 
topic is "Violence Breeds more 
Violence: Yes or No"; The talk 
should be short seeing that there 
are only two possible answers. I 
love those kinds of tests. · 
If I wrote a book, I'd call it 
"Green Eggs and Beer: a St 
Patrick's Day Saga." If you have 
no idea what I'm talking about (as 
usual) you should go to the .X to-
day from 6 - 9 p.m. for the Beer 
Garden and St. Patrick's Day cel-
ebration. If you don't go there, 
make sure you hit up Fred 
Shuttlesworth. 
Go to Kelley Auditorium today 
at 7:30p.m. for Don't Tell Anna. 
To place a classified ad call Emily at 745-3561 
Woodburn: 3 BR; and 1600 
Brewster: 5 BR, available June 
2002. CallJoEllenat321-0043. 
For Rent: 2, 5 & 6 BR. Stun-
ning luxury apartments, newly 
renovated and close to campus. 
Set in majestic turn of the cen-
tury mansion, these apartments 
feature: finished'\vood flo·ors, ce~ · 
ramie tile, ceilmg fan, laundry, AC, 
off-street parking, security light-
ing, garbage disposals, dish-
washers and new appliances. If 
you are looking to economize, 
the bedrooms are large enough 
to share. These apartments are a 
must see and won't last long. For 
a showing, call Ian at 253-7368 
orTimat325-8610. 
For rent 3 BR/2 bath. Spacious 
3 BR house, walking distance to 
campus and Kroger's. This prop-
erty features off-street parking, 
detached garage, ceramic and 
hardwood floors, large living 
room and dining room, and 
beautiful yard. For an appoint-
ment, contact Tim at 325-8610. 
Only $1, 150/month. 
Hyde Park 2 BR, one block 
from square. Hardwood floors, 
equipt. kitchen, laundry, garage 
with opener, heat and water in-
cluded. $750/month. 325-4615. 
Apartments: 1 to. 6 BR. 945 & 
1015 Dana Ave. Walking distance 
to school. Nicely furnished, laundry 
facilities, off-street parking, AC, 
well-lit, maintained and secure build-
ings. Starting at $270/student. Phone 
Darryl Norris at 703-3242; 
For rent 2002-03: 1 BR apts. on 
Clerteay ·and ·houses· (one .. ort 
Cleneay) for 4, 5 or 6 people. Big 
rooms, hardwood floors, remodeled 
baths and kitchen. Call Erik 
Zimmerman at 891-9999 or go to 
www.geocities.com/ezproperties. 
House for rent (2 family): Great 
location at 2012 Hudson. Available 
June 2002. 4 or 7 BR (entire 
house), 2BA, 2 kitchens, W/D, 
parking. $300/person. Call 984-
8576. 
House for rent: 3741 Spencer 
(near Cleneay). Beautiful 4 -5 BR. Cl 
A, 2 BA, deck, W ID. Available June 
2002. $325/person. Call 984-8576. 
Apartments available near Xavier 
in Hyde Park/Oakley/Mt. Lookout. 
Studios 1 and2BRfrom$375-$600 .. 
Heat and W.!l.ter paid., storage/laun". 
dry, parking, AC. (513) 351-6959 
or www.sevenhillsprops.com. 
House forrent- 3618 Idlewild. 
3BR, completely renovated house. 
Five minute walk to campus. Liv-
ing room, dining room, eat-in 
kitchen, full basement With washer 
and dryer. Sleeps 4 comfortably. 
New AC, great off-street parking, 
great landlords! $850/month. Call 
Diane at.745-4266 or 351-4936. · 
Awesome 1 BR apt. Short walk . 
to't:·ampus,·furnished; utilities paid~ 
$495/month. Call 241-4107. 
Norwood 4 BR on second 
floor of two-family house. 3804 
Elsmere Ave. Stove and 
refridgerator included. Free laun-
dry. Deck and AC. $900/month plus 
utilities. Available June 2002. Call 
731-2131. 
Huge 3BR apt. in restored two-
family. Front porch, located on 
Cleneay before Montgomery 
Road, three-minute walk to Cintas 
Center and class, and lots of off-
street parking. No need for park-
ing pass due to short walk to class. 
Wtr pd. $975/month. Call Laura 
731-2800 or 615-4091. 
Large 2 & 3 BR available. On 
Dana across from .South lot .and 
Joseph. Large enough for 3 - 4 
people. Off-street parking, laun-
dry, secured building entry doors, 
Wtr. Pd. & also giving away free 
DVD player at move in. $800 -
March 17. 
We didn't start the fire, but 
someone did.· Today is National 
Camp Fire Founders Day. Read 
Carefully: I said "Camp." Don't go 
lighting anything on fire and 
blame it on me. 
The comment, "Listen missy, 
you go knit· me a sweater" might 
not be so inappropriate today. It's 
National.Crochet Week and today 
is National Quilting Day. How 
·. could I forget, it's St. Patrick's Day. 
March ·18 
If given the option of having to 
have an anal probe given to me from 
aliens or having cororectal cancer, 
I'd probably choose the cancer. 
After all, there's no month called 
National Anal Probe Month. 
Similar to National Attached 
Fetus Myslexia week, it's National 
'Bubble· Week.. This gay occasiOn 
must have been inspired by the 
bubble boy. If it's not, well, ... 
Moops, my mistake. 
JUESDAY. 
March 19 
Today at Bogart's, you can go 
x:xkOJl:with a blast from the past 
as they present Beatie Jam. The 
concert begins at 8 p.m. 
Speaking of jam, what does a. 
guy have to do get some straw-
berry jam at the Cafe? Mixed fruit 
just isn't cutting it anymore. Ok, 
I've had enough of this for one day. 
So like my mentor, "screw you 
guys, rni going home." 
$900/month. Call Laura 731-
2800 or 615-4091. 
Apartment for rent --:-- 2 BR at 
$250/ person and 3 BR at $220/ 
person in Norwood on Ivanhoe 
Averiue. For. summer or next 
school year. Call 616-9000 .. 
2 BR on Cleneay before Mont-
gomery Rd. 3 minute walk to 
Cintas Center and class. No need 
for a parking pass due to short 
walk to class. Plenty of private 
off-street parking. 3 newly reno-
vated apts. with AC, laundry, clean, 
well-maintained bldg. $q5Q/ 
month. Includes ht and wtr. Will-
ing to lease one apt to one person 
at discounted rate. Call Laura 
731-2800 or 615-4091. 
Travel 
#1 Spring break vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & 
Florida! Best parties, best hotels, 
best prices! Space is limited! Hurry 
up & book now! Call 1-800-234-
7007 or sign on at 
www.endlessdummertours.com. 
Miscellaneous 
Need cash? Everybody's 
Records in Pleasant Ridge pays 
cash for CDs and LPs. Come 
browse our wide selection of 
rock, R&B, rap, jazz, blues and 
more .. 6106. Montgomery Road, 
Self-storage--=- 24 hr. drive up. 
Minutes away. Clean. Affordable. 
St. Bernard Self-Storage. 1020 
· Kieley Place. 641-4772. 
